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doesn't
seem to wind a few
more adversaries
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her list.
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Allied Forces of England, France and Belgium ArePLAi AFRAID LONG URGES THE
OF GERMAN
GOVERNMENT
Engag ed with the Kaiser's Entitle Army in
VICTORY
TO HURRY
Stupendous Effort for Supremacy

BERNSTORFF TELLS WHY POSTMASTER
FEDERAL
8AYS
JAPAN ENTERED THE BIG
BUILDING IS BADLY
CONFLICT
NEEDED HERE
,

VON

dollars or more sued for by the Guaranty Trust company represents the
GRAND DUKE MICHAEL
estimated amount of their losg and
OF
damage incurred by the failure of the MIKADO TO RULE THE
PACIFIC WANTS AN EXCEPTION MADE
North German Lloyd to deliver ap"
of
the
proximately $5,000,000
gold
abuard the Kron Princessin Cecelle AMBASSADOR
PREDICTS
AND
GREAT THINKS
SITUATION
DEMANDS
to bankers, in Loudon, according to ofBRITAIN WILL RUE HER
WORK
THAT
PRECEDE
THAT
USt
ficials of the trust company.
f;, s, ;:..'.-ACTION
IN OTHER TOWNS
,
j
All the gold plpaced aboard the vessel by tb.6 Guaranty Tru6t company
was returned to the company after the
JAPANESE NAVY- - FIRES FIRST vessel put into Kar Harbor to avoid SAYS THE KAISER WILL WIN MAIL HANDLING IS CONFUSED
GUNS IN ITS WAR .WITH ' '. capture by the . English.
The suit
'. '
GCRMANY
Adi ' charged that the steamship line con- HIS CAUSE WILL TRIUMPH BE- ESTABLISHMENT OF BUT ONE
tracted to deliver the money in Lon
CAUSE IT HAS RIGHT
BE.
is t
.
POSTOFFICE IS A NECdon and ailed to do so and that the?
HIND IT
i
trust
has
ESSITY
sustained
company
damages
TAO IS ASSAULTED
TSING
in the sum named.
New York, Aug. 24. Count von
Postmaster E. V. Long, in an effort
the German ambassador to
OPERATIONS AGMNST KIAO CHOW
Bernstorff,
LICENSE BILL AMENDED
to hurry the preliminary measures in
A dispatch to the Associated Press from Berlin by wireless telegraph
ARE EXPECTHD TO' BE
Washington, Aug. 24 The admin- the United States, returned to his connection with the erection of
has brought news of German victories over the French.
the
istration bill to license cotton, tobac- post today on the steamer Noordam federal
TEpiCJJSbuilding for Las Vegas, has
Official announcement Is made In the German capital that a German
co and na til stores warehouses was and gave out one of the most authoriaudressed an open letter to the postatncn-'earmy has defeated a French army at Neufchateau, capturing guns and
to include stores of tative interviews yet expressed here master
today
the
French
general at Washington calling
are
011
pursuing
Germany's attitude toward the his
prisoners, Including several generals. The Germans
cannp' salmon to accommodate the
lIATTLE
attention
to the great' lapse of
DEFENDERS
German
Will
Another
army
case
captured
one
in
war.
beyond Longwy.
vigorously,
Germany was bound to win in time
Paciilc fft.sl industry,.
that has intervened since the
150 French guns in the French departments of Meurthe and Moselle.
the end, he said; she was fighting
her cause was just. He pre- appropriation of $125,000 was made
.1
German armies under Prince Ruprecht of Bavaria, Crown Prince Fred-ericREPORTED TO
ARE
THEY
for the purpose, and some of
of
river
the
west
are
dicted
Albrecht
Duke
that Americans would come to
Wilhelm and Grand
reported
WELL GARRISONED AND
the
of the postal service
complexities
briregard the conflict in this light. Italy,
TODAY IN CONGRESS
Meuse, advancing against Maubeuge. They have defeated an English
Ouo of Russia's fighting generals.
iu the sister communities that are tv,
PROV13I NED
he
would
not permit herself
believed,
gade of cavalry.
only in name, but distinctly one t:t
to take sides against Germany.
The great battle between the allied forces of England and France
...
T
raaM today
"From the emperor to the lowest interests.
Tokio, Aug. 21
against the bulk of the invading German army continued again today, mile wide on the German frontier.
There
has
been
a hint that, in vii-- v
r TM'i ..Xao
After a great victory tne Servians' says the bombardim
shinston, Aug 24 Senate met at unskilled workman ia the fatherland cf the
with no word as to whether a decisive result had been reached. Official
peculiar circumst.nr.na
united
is
f.
to
defend
herself
the
were
Germany
forces
British
In
Japanehe
the
by
to
engaged
London
states
made
safe
have
Austrian territory
information given out
'
i we new building hi
...
...
fcsaUa!d (k'hflta on bill ,U,vJicpnso attest the frivolous and unwarranted
(ho north of the river Save.
all day yesterday w'th t!,.c enemy In the neighborhood of Mons, Be'giunv
u,
wnrehouBos
dur
for
statement.
an
official
to
Allied
Navies
Enter
on
products
Gorman
staple
"The Russian line
the
Fight
The English held their ground, according
K
i
mfrt!--r!Thp
toman
ambassador.
r.urooean
war.
of
the
24.
The
blockade
ing
Inverto
frontier
Tilsit
extends
from
Aug.
in
Paking,
and
the
Germans
Belgium
cat
definite.
The conflict between the allied forces
have been lalT"
House met at noon:
fight to a finish and will be vic- en any
fortified port of Kiao
the
by
extends along the complete line of contact, and the French embassy at TSurg and Arys. The German popula Tsing Tao, the
department
to
hasten the
end.'
the
torious
in
Debate was continued on the contion is evacuatiiig Willenberg, 91 Chow, has begun. British, French and
work, and it is with this in mind
London has received information that up to the present time the battle
- he
"At
the
outbreak
of
the
that
war,''bills.
strvation
miles northeast of Kegsberg, because Russian vessels of war are taking part
the postmaster has started the
has been without advantage to either side.
continued, "the English cut the cable
present
movement.
of
the
Russian
forces
from
of
arrival
in
the
occuto this neutral country for the sole movement.
Reports were in circulation in Paris today that Germans have
CONGRESSMAN ARRESTED
Poland, which already have peneHere are some of the facts :
France.
of
town
unfortified
the
Nancy,
of preventing the truth from
that
pied
Aug. 24. Speaker Clark purpose
trated a considerable distance toward
Washington,
No News Reaches London
make
the situation unique. Because
coming here. There was no excuse
The bombardment of the Tsing Tao, China by the Japanese has begun,
warrants
issued
another
of
batch
of
news
Zoldau,"
24.
No
of
Japin general show only a
London, Aug.
news
for that act, except the desire to de- n:aps
city
according to the Tokio newspaper Yamato. The message giving the
Nancy Reported Taken
anese or German military operations arrest today for absentee members. ceive
nemed Las Vgas and- because It is
Toklo.
at
censor
tne
the
States
United
of
the
was
department
navy
people
of the bombardment
passed by
A rumor Is in circulation in Paris in the far east have reached London Sergeants raided the baseball parks,
known to very few in the country at
The German troops, according to reports from upper Alsace, are makthis morning, .that the Germans have since Japans declaration of war on an investigating committee is all ready as to the true conditions of the war. large that there are two
municipalities
into
"The
occuIs
of
the
Japanese
calling
in enough congressman so that the
ing another offensive movement against the French army, which
occupied the unfortified town of
separated only by the Gallinas river,
Germany. According to the Japanese
a
one
shows
thing
European
quarrel
z
committed."'
on Page Five.)
pying Muelhausen and vicinity.
700 letters dally are received
embassy here those who are looking
at
above all else. It is that England does fully
The Russians, according to Paris reports, now occupy territory fifty
the
Las
for the occupation of Kiao Chow alVegas postofflce which are
n t feel very safe. The Japanese will
miles wide on the German frontier.
most simultaneously with the Issue
for East Las Vegas people.
take Kiao Chow sheer
doubtless
It has been necessary for firms In
A Vienna report filtering through Udine, Italy, says that the Austrians
of
the Japanese declaration of war TRYING TO STIR
But
assures
numbers
REVOLT
POLES
of
that
weight
the city to Imprint on their commer
will be disappointed. The view Is ex
are about to abandon their operations against the Servians on the Drina
by the end of the war Japan will have
advance.
Russian
the
in
here
that
the
at
concentrate
forces
In
to
their
embassy
order
against
river
pressed
the supremacy of he Pacific a thing cial stationery, usually with a rubber
to avoid needless loss of life
to give it additional emphasis.
The agreement of Austria to dismantle her cruiser, the Kaiserin ElizaUP MORE TROUBLE she has striven for during many stamp
AGAINST CZAR order
Kiao Chow will
the
Address
war
against
of
between
East Las Vegas." The sta- -,
Tsing-Tao- ,
the
operations
Japan
removed
now
has
at
danger
of
the
beth,
years. Japan took advantage
be more prolonged than otherwise
and Austria, according to diplomatic information in Washington today.
situation to strike this, blow for the tute which requires that there shall
would be the ease.
a postofflce at every county seat,
AMBASSADOR
HEARS
PRESIDENT WILSON SAYS SOME pole purpose of acquiring this supre- be
The Standard Oil company, United States Steel corporation and the GERMAN
and which was the motive for separPERSONS ARE MEDDLING
macy.
,j
REPORT OF EVILS FOR HIS
United Fruit companies have notified the government that their fleets
'' '''When the?tnie story of the assault ating the two offices some years ago
Austria Avoids War
IN MEXICO
RIVAL NATION
will be put under the American flag.
of
24. Danger
Aug.
e
on Liege is told, America will have a aftetrthey had been united, has been
Washington,
Sphynx-likJapanese war moves in the far east are proceeding under
war between Japan and Austria was
24,.
President
be24.
far different opinion than that gained set aside by the bill making the apNew
Johan
Count
Au&
Aug,
Communication
York,
Washington,
and
navy.
of
the army
silence of the officers
;
the
agreement
removed
through
that
today
Wilson
perons
declared today
from the colored accounts from Bel- propriation.
von Bernstorff, German ambassador to
tween Japan and China has been severed for 24 hours and it is believed
There have been many cases of acnf AuBtrla to dismantle her cruiser, who would be benefited by American gian, French and English
sources.
cut.
been
has
the cable between Shanghai and Nagasaki
the United States, announced on his the Kaisirin
Elizabeth, now at Tsing intervention in Mexico were seeking As a matter of fact, the troops under tual financial loss because of the deCount von Bernstorff, the German ambassador to the United States, arrival here today from, Rotterdam Tao.
to stir up trouble between General Yon Emmich, which went to the as- - lay?, accompanying tue missending oC
arrived in New York today, denounced as false the reports that the
informhad
had
been
his
ambassador
been
that
Austrian
The
government
Carranza and General Villa. He told sault of the .strongly fortified posi- letters. A 6ingle instance is that of
crown prince, Frederick Willia m, had been shot, either In the streets
the
Tokio
when
to
leave
au
and
ed
civil
Russian
that
preparing
callers his information showed that tion, numbered only between 5,000 and a fuel dealer who was out $300 he- military
of Berlin or in the battle at Liege. Only 5.000 or 6,000 German soldiers
cause the letter containing the order
apindicated
its
reports of a break between the two 6,000, infantry and cavalry. The tak
thorities had been withdrawn from Japanese government
were egaged in the assault on Liege, said Count Bernstorff.
for
a
of
dismantling
suggestion
were
one
was
false.
leaders
of the greatest went to the wrong office first and
ing of Liege
Poland and that the Poles had set proval
the cruiser. Austria accepted the
In
London, Aug. 24. In a dispatch are difficult,
feats
modern
times. Von did not reach him for 12 hours after
York
New
a
Paul Fuller,
lawyers, military
an inaepenaeni government wuu
up
to
instructed
the
officers
thel
and
few
the
Paris
from
proposal
"The battle for the last
correspondent of
days
was brought forward today in official Emmich was slightly wounded in the schedule.
Warsaw as its capital.
Postmaster Long says that he baa
inierne at Shanghai. The Austrian circles as President Wilson's choice leg during the attack, but did not reExchange Telegraph ewmpany says has been waged along a very extendCount von Bernstorff left Berlin on ambassador then let it be known that
taken up the fight to win, and if the
the Excelsior this afternoon publishes ed front. The number of troops en
command."
a
whon
to
ambassador
for
linquish
Mexico,
11. At that time, he Eaid, the
business men of the city will bacU
he Saw no occasion to leave Japan.
a message from Nish, Servla, saying gaged makes It Impossible to follow August
The ambassador denounced reports him
government there is recognized.
German
government had reports that
the Issue can be forced to ai
that an Austrian monitor struck a the movement of each army step by nor
had
crown
German
the
that
prince
a Russian soldier had been left
termination. That Las Vesaa
speedy
mine in the Adriatic and was destroy- step."
"'!
Orozco Is Defeataed .
been wounded by an assassin In Berin Poland. This report, Count von
net ds a federal building and a unite.!
ed. The crew of the monitor perishdeAn
official
24.
crown
Mexico
a
FEARED
IT
to
await
lin. Moreover, he added, the
"It will be necessary
City Aug.
was
Bernstorff
added,
general STEAMER
mail service is known to the officials
ed. The location of the accident Is finite result to
announcement by the war department prince never had been wounded before
get some conclusion throughout Berlin.
at
Base-lacWashington, he says, but how badwas
given as between Orchaua and
defeated by liege for the simple reason that he
is General Orozco
as to the outcome of this first phase
"I do not know what sort, of a gov
VOLLO BE ROBBED
ly the change is needed can be em
del
Sierra
of
In
in
the
Colonel
Salinas
command
of the combat, otherwise we would be ernmentthe Poles set
Ajo,
was
not
but
at
Liege,
up" he said,
phasized only by the concerted action
near San Francisco, in the district of the troops' at the fortress at Metz
in the position supplying the press "nor do I vouch for the accuracy of
the business firms of both cont- of
to
is
be
said
ParrasL
Orozco
General
with divergent information while at the report."
Long Battle Line
RETURNED MONEY IT CONTRACT
rrunities.
The letter folows:
con
and
of
a
force
northward
of
Official
London, Aug. 24 A dispatch from the same time we would risk giving
fleeing
AND
WAS
Report
Victory
CARRY
ED
SL
TO
Peters
Cable dispatches from
"East Las Vegas, N M.
24. The German
stitutionalists Is endeavoring to Inter
Paris conveys the following official enemy valuable intelligence."
Aug.
SUED
Washington,
said
the
two
that
weeks
ago
burg
;
announcement: ,
cept him.
embassy today received the following 'Honorable Postmaster General,
czar had promised autonomy to PoBerD.
exIn
office
"Washington,
.
C,
"A great battle on a vast line
Big Battle Continues
General Pablo Gonzales Is reported message from the foreign
land In. return for its support of the
Portland, Me., Aug. 24 A federal
S
Dear Sir:
'
court suit to recover damages of $1,- - to have entered the city of Pueblo jlin
tending from Monz in Belgium to the
Paris, Aug. 24. The following of Russian army.
"At the urgent solicitation of the
"The army of the German crown
frontier of Luxemburg is raging. The ficial announcement was made here
040,467 and interest, was Instituted with the constitutionalist forces. GenFrench troops everywhere are taking today:
here today by the Guaranty Trust eral Eduardo Hay, recently appointed prince has won a decisive victory business men of this city and tha
MANY VOLUNTEERS
town of Las Vegas I am writing
the offensive. Their action is being
"The great battle of the greater part
24.
With
company of New York, against the secretary of war, has resigned. No northwest of Diedenhosen over five
Valcartier, Quebec, Aug.
to urgf? that early action be taken for
of
A
retreat
carried on with regularity In conjunc- of the forces of England and France the arrival today of 3,000 troops from North German Lloyd Steamship com reason is given for his retirement.
French army corps. The
a definite selection for a site for tha
on
Verdun
tion with the British army.
French
the
southern
named.
been
not
mar
successor
German
has
wing
of
United
States
the
army all parts of Canada, the camp here pany, and a deputy
against the bulk
Street demonstrations, in which 6,- - has been cut off. The French troops federal building to be erected here foi
"The allied forces have ranged continues today. The mission of the has reached a strength of approxi- shal was sent to Bar Harbor to libel
ivgainst them nearly the entire Ger- English and the French is to hold mately 15,000 officers and men. Many the company's steamer Kron Princes- - 000 workmen participated, were held I,were repulsed across the river Meuse postoff.ee service, and for work
here yesterday In honor of the mem- - in complete rout. The crown prince's beu'u at the earliest possible time.
man army, active and reserve.".
resid- sin Cecile at that port.
virtualjy the entire German army In in the ranks are
"The field operations, especially on Belgium, while our Russian allies pur ing iu the United Slates. Some came
cry of the late President Francisco at my, giving chase, took many prison- - am sure If the department and tho
to
Madero Rnd in favor of the new re-- ers and it is declared the French authorities entrusted with this wmit
the risht, are being conducted In a sue their successes In the east.
Failed
Contract
Keep
from as far as New Orleans, Denver
I
24
(Continued on Pare Five)
(Continued on P.tffe Four)
60
There was no disorder.
million
wooded country; consequently
New
The
York,
Auj.
"The
Russians
occupy
Sun
Francisco.
gime.
and
territory
they
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on Saturday, the 29th. Patriotic eral times a day an along the circuit
services will be held In Detroit church- - jof activities. It was repeated so often
the Maekmen themselves began
te on Sunday with addresses by com-thwhat sort of a pitching
to
wonder
G.
A.
R,
the
of
n,des
will be staff they had.
the
encampment
Monday
MAM
Ui
XnwliWK IM
But the talk of their not having
The day will be
fully established.
real flingers has not affected
meet
over
to
any
business
given
largely
fighting spirit of the Athletics.
ings. All of the old soldiers and their i
companions will be treated to lake iir.hers or no pitchers, the defenders
excursions on Tuesday afternoon. All of Fort Mack have kept right on fight
of the available steamers have been ing, defeating the enemy in almost
and the season's most auchartered for this trip, and it Is said dally skirmish and piling up enough
the
the fleet of pleasure transports will victories to give them a command
thentic fashions from
be the largest ever gathered In the ing lead in the pennant struggle.
of
famous tailoring house
While it cannot be said that the
Great Lakes.
now
Ed V. Price & Co., are
cinch
Governor Ferris will welcome the Athletics have a copper-rivete- d
ready at our store for the
soldiers at the first big meeting on nn the flag at the present time, It is
hard to see where any other American
Inspection of
Tuesday night.
The parade day is Wednesday, with league team can take it away from
them. A few weeks ago General Car- Discriminating Dressers
a line of marcn noi over z'j
in length over asphalt pavements. ligan and his Red Sox battalion were'
Select the pattern that pleasThe day of the long parade for G. A. pu!ed as the parties most likeiy to
es you and the style that
The city has made make a successful attack on Fort
K. men is gone.
conbefits you and have us send
provision for several hundred auto Mack. The Sox brigade made
to
rush
mad
in
noise
disabled
siderable
its
and
maimed
In your measure for an Authe
mobiles for
were
efforts
since
their
march.
but
the
to
unable
front,
are
who
veterans
or
tumn and Winter Suit
Every precaution will be taken to care checked at the second trench their
Overcoat made as you want
have been somewhat of
for the aged who over reach their
it.
the "back-up- "
variety.
strength in trying to waiK.
Some of the war correspondents figThe parade will be headed by the
We guarantee commounted officers, escorted by the De ured that Field Marshal Griffith and
plete satisfaction or
troit post, and the line will be made his Washington troops were heavy
to rout
a return of your
up of all the 44 state departments ercugh to put the Athletics
COWKOMT IV
deMackmen's
strongthe
the
and
capture
ID.
NKI ft
money.
represented in the order of
gunthe
With
great
there.
hold,
up
partment's seniority.
ner Johnson on the firing line, ably
Las Voj'LoodingStoro
backed by a corps of well trained
Sour Stomacii
If you are troubled with this com- athletes, it certainly looked like the
plaint you should take Chamberlain's foxy field marshal had the goods. Still,
Tablets, being careful to observe the looking like the goods does not suffice
Established 1861
South SidoPlflyl
directions with each bottle. You are in the matter of winning pennants. You
certain to be benefited by them if you have to deliver.
dealAt other times during the present
give them a triaL Sold by all
ers. Adv.
campaign the fans have watched the
forced marches and resultant victor-rie- s
vei Using propositions; both requests
for advertising space in the programs
of Major Jennings and his fight
and all applications for permits to
ing Tigers and of Colonel Callahan
EfU souvenirs or souvenir badges of
and his White Hosed warriors. Also
have the fans lamped the broadsides
pny kind.
GOOD
fired at Fort Mack by the gallant
TO
It will probably be the first time
crew of St. Louis collegians under the
in historv of the encampments that
command of Rear Adimadl, chief of
the G. A. R. men have been free from
the Mississippi clam division.
bembardment by street hawkers.
In fact, all of the contenders in
The plan of street decorations in
the American leaguu pennant war,
cludes large white columns, 22 feet
with the exception of the Nap
In the heart of the city, Large
DETROIT PREPARES TO ENTER- high.
Zouaves
and 4he "Seventh- Highlandbe
men
will
valor
of
of
oil
paintings,
TAIN ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT
have
at different times displayed
iu ers,
suRpended between these columns, and THE ATHLETICS COMiwut
ROYALLY
LEADING
rare
THE
HOLD
with
ornamented
ability.
will
fighting
be
whole
the
The Naps and the Highlanders,
POSITION
electric
Throughout
and
lights.
flags
Detroit, Mich., Aug. 24. All ar- the
forming the rear guard, have been of
city local commercial organizarangements for entertaining the Grand tions will
little help to the allied forces in the
elaborand
an
out
Mack
24.
to
Fort
New
carry
Apg.
York,
help
Army of the Republic, at the expense ate scheme of decoration and illumi its valiant defenders, the Athletics, assaults on Fort Mack. Since early
of the Detroit taxpayers, for the
rear guard has
nation.
aie still holding out against the com- in the campaign the
encampment of the old soldiers
been so far in the rear that communireguother
seven
of
the
of
attack
the
ranks
bined
that
here August 31 to September 5 have Notwithstanding
each larly organized and handsomely uni- on ion has been cut off. Deep regret
been completed, with the prospect that the G. A. R. are thinning rapidly
in New York and Cleveland
is
committee
pre- formed American league teams. Gen- is felt
the veterans will find themselves the year, the reception
sad plight of the gallant
over
the
the
of
to welcome one of the largest eral McGillicuddy, commander
object of unusual attentions on every paring
brave Kilties. It has
and
Zouaves
able
be
will
his
that
boys
gatherings in the history of the organi- fort, opines
hand.
rumored
that some one in symbeen
on
Illinois and to hold the works until October 7,
For several months since the city zation. Ohio. Indiana.
Mack cause turned the
the
with
cease
will
pathy
hostilities
will be almost fully repre- which date the
council acquiesced in a proposal by Michigan
hose on the rearw:uard s ammunition
tneir
aside
will
thousand
allies
several
the
with
lay
each
and
sented,
Mayor Oscar B. Marx that a special veterans.
war is before hostilMie ijp4ied last spring.
heavy siege bats until another
In summing up the situation, exlevy of 8 cents on every thousand do1915.
in
declared
will
in
there
all
Jt'Ia estimated that
llars of taxable property be made to
on pennant warfare are of the
perts
in
case
campaigns
As is usually the
raise funds for entertaining the vet- be some 23,000 visitors. In addition of this sort
that the allied forces of the
opinion
American
league
other
the
will
erans, a score of committees made up to the G. A. R. gathering there
American
league are doomed to defeat.
do not agree with General
of 200 leading business and profes- be the annual encampment of the generals
al- The experter3 declare that old Fort
the
of
leaders
The
sional men of the city haa been at Ladies of the G. A. R., the Woman's McGillicuddy.
kind of
Vet- lied forces call attention to what they Mack can withstanding any
work with headquarters in the mayor's Relief corps, the Daughters of
- an old Bhot the allies can deliver and
defendthe
of
erans, the Association of Army Nurs ct nsider the weakness
office working out details of entertain
the Athletics w ill carry the day,
es of the Civil War, the Sons of Vet- ers of Fort Mack their lack of profi- that
ment
also
and
carry a hunk of world s se
words
or in other
The souvenir programs, and badg- erans, and the National Association citnt sharpshooters,
The chatter or the exries
money.
of
line
This
staff.
a capable pitching
of War.
es, which alone represent an outlay of of
allied perts certainly listens good at the
Commander-in-chie- f
Washington iak has been handed out by the
over $12,000 will be handed over to
present time.
of
the
the veterans gratis. To avoid the ap- Gardner, of Albion Mich., who repre- forces since the beginning
General McGillicuddy has under his
Athletics
"The
12
last
spring.
sented Michigan in congress for
pearance of operating on a
what is technically known in
corr.mand
sevheard
could be
basis the city has refused all ad- - yfars, will establish headquarters have no pitchers"
pennant warfare as some ball team
An.ong the general's classy fighters
are: E. Collins, chief or tne ooara or
strategy, "Home Run" Baker, "Hot
P.uif" Mclinnis and J. Barry, of the
Murphy,
heavy artillery division;
"
Olt'ring and Strunk, patroling the outposts; Lapp and Schang, supervisors
cf Eharpshooting, and first class gun- r;irs Plank, Bender, Shawkey, Bress- les, Pennock, Wyckoff and Bush.
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OVER BY A TENDER

4

FIREMAN ON THE LAMY HELPER
ENGINE SUFFERS SERIOUS
'
INJURY
B. A. Stevens, a Santa Fe fireman
on the Glorieta mountain branch, and
of the board of protection of the local Order of Railway

In Goes a Tin of
Instant Postum
of
At home, or traveling, it's easy to have this delightful beverage by dissolving a teaspoonful
the eoluble powder in a cup of hot water, and adding sugar and cream.
Java, bu, Postum is pure and absolutely
The enappy flavour Is much like that of mild,
In
coffee.
free from CAFFEINE, the poisonoue drug
high-grad-

e

Some people find that coffee eauae headache, nervousness, sleeplessness,
that such coffee trouble usutally vanish with a change to

Indigestion,

POS TUM

etc. and

"There's a Reason"

and Firemen, was run over
an
by
engine at Glorieta Saturday
evening. Stevens, who was firing on
ihe helper engine out of Lamy, which
had just helped train No. 4 up the
mountain, had gone back over the tank
to light his markers, and slipped onto
tha track. When the engine backed
away from the train the wheels of
the tender passed over his right foot,
crushing it to a pulp.
Stevens was rushed with all speed
to Santa Fe where the company physician amputated the mangled leg
midway between ankle and knee. . At
lest report he was doing as well as
could be hoped, and being possessed
of a rugged constitution, little fear
is felt for his ultimate recovery.
Stevens is married and the father of
two children. They live with Mrs.
Stevens' mother, Mrs. Boone, at 315
Railroad avenue.
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the British charged and the American
compiled for the commission show tires. At present the total annual cut
school at Melrose, Curry county, with a brick business block.
militia broke and fled. The sailors
that the same farmer, putting the under free use, local sales and gen- high
was defeated at the polls by a vote
and marines alone disdained to reamount of energy into dairying that eral markets amount to
slightly over of 824 to 471 Melrose, St Vraln and
W. T. Creene, Hopklnton, N.
treat. They put up a resolute resisthe must put into his work to succeed 83 million feet. It ia clear that the Field were
the only precincts that v rites the following letter, which
ance and were overcome by numbers.
with general farming, would realize annual cut in Arizona and New Mex
gav ea majority for it, while Texico interest every one who has ki
A
The president and his cabinet were
several times as much money.
ico can be more than doubled without voted
solidly against the proposition trouble. "For over a year, Mrs. Gr
at Blandensburg when the British
"When a little company of Illinois endangering the
productivity of the and Clovis only gave 95 votes for It tta oeen armctea with a very i
to
returned
but
stock
the
approached,
city
farmgrs clubbed together a rew national forests of these Btates.
and 274 votes against it
torn kidney trouble. Foley Kl
when the conflict began, and narrowweeks ago and paid $20,000 for a sinPills
done more to complete her
bull
ly escaped: capture.
gle
calf," said President Ely in
$100 Reward, $100
Favorite Remedy for Diarrhoea
covery than any medicine she has
As soon as the British
entered
discussing the commission's plans,
The readers of this paper will be
"About three years ago I had a se ken and I feel It my duty to red
WASHINGTON
WAS CAPTURED Washington they began their work of THE GROWTH OF INTEREST IN "they did not do it for advertising
to learn that there is at least rious attack of summer
pleased
complaint mend them." O. O. Schaefer and
destruction.
The congressional libBY THE BRITISH 100 YEARS
purposes; although they achieved one dreaded disease that
MILCH CATTLE IS
science
The
has
doctor's
to bene Cross Drug Co. AdT.
medicine
failed
considerable publicity., mey did It been able to cure in
rary, with many valuable historical
AGO TODAY
all its stages, and fit me, so I sent for a bottle of Cham
because it was a sound investment that is
documents, was destroyed, and an
Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure berlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea
we can teach our New Mexico is
Washington, Aug. 24. In the light attempt was made to bum the capl-tel- .
the only positive cure now known Remedy upon the recommendation of
Albuquerque, Aug. 24. That New When
Great Britain's Coat.
was
The
torch
to
also
of present events in Europe it ia inapplied
Mexico is to become one of the chief farmers that by clubbing together, to the medical fraternity. Catarrh be- one of
of coal in Great Bri
The
output
my
It
dose
One
of
neighbors.
teresting to recall the fact that resi- the White House, the treasury and uairy farming states of the union is pooling their interests, they can at ing a constitutional disease,
did me mora good than all the other during 1913 was 287,411,869 tons,
requires
war
the
and
state
dents of this vicinity, including the
departments, and the confident prediction of President very slight expense breed up valuable a constitutional
treatment Hall's medicine I had used. I improved rap- Increase of 27,013,291 tons over
president of the United States and all before the British evacuated the city Ralph C. Ely of the state fair com neius vi iiiKiuy productive cattle, we Catarrh Cure is taken
output of 1912. It Is the highest
internally, act idly and in a short time I was well," record.
the officials of the government, 'were and the flames were extinguished, mission, himself a practical dairyman will have accomplished something ma ing directly upon the blood
and mu- writes Mrs. May Higgins. Peru, Ind.
I'&vlng some similar worries of their property valued at $2,000,000 had been and owner of a herd of pure blooded terial in the way of development in cous surfaces of the
system,
thereby For sale by all dealers Adv.
this state. That is why we are backown just one hundred years ago today. dtstroyed, and in addition many Am- Jerseys on his farm near
W. M. Halfacre, Dexter, Mo., bod
the foundation of the disDeming.
destroying
been
had
killed
and wound The state fair commission has been ing the dairymen's organization and ease", and
In this date in the year 1814 word ericans
Foley
Kidney Pills for Mrs. Halfa
MINING COMPANY SUED
giving the patient strength
was received in Washington that the ed. The black mark which the raid
who was down cn her back with
the organization of the New that is why we are paying so much by building up the constitution and
pushing
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Suit has been
British expedition under General Itoss It ft on Washington came very near Mexico dairymen's
r.eys so sore he had to help her mil
association. A attention 'to dairying and stock breed- assisting nature In doing its work. brought by J. McCormick
against the He
to
career
its
as
the
in
and Admiral Cockbum had effected a
ending
connection with this year's fair. The
capital secretary has been employed whose ing
says, "She would cry with
e
proprietors have so much faith Eighty-FivMining company for $45,- - scross
We have practical results enough to in its curative
landing on the shores of Maryland of the United States, and it required entire duty is confined to organiza-tlontioher kidneys, but after she t
000
that
offer
powers
they
damages for injuries alleged to
and was ready to march on the na- all President Madison's influence to
the second bottle of Foley Kidney P
work and the encouragement show now that our theory is sound One Hundred Dollars for any case have been received in
1912,
October,
prevent the seat of government being of
tional capital.
she was as well and strong as ev
in the expense of and our work this yrar ought to bring that it falls to cure. Send for list of while drilling into a missed shot.
'
substantial
Two days later, on August 24, the removed to some place less resembling breeding up the
results."
O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross D
testimonials.
herds of the
dairy
entered
Co Adv.
Washington and a straggling village that had been various farming districts.
Adress. F. J. .CHENEY and CO.,
Keep your Uver Active During . the
Hart Trouble With Her Stomach
wrought such havoc with Its public visited by conflagration.
Information being gathered by the
O.
Summer
Months
Foley Cathartic
When the world heard of the sack
"About four years ago I began to
buildings that years were required to
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
to a
association, for presentation
Wouldn't It
Tablets for Sluggish Liver and
trouble
with
reconstruct and! repair them. The of Washington it denounced It as ex- state dairymen's convention, to hi
stomach
and
my
j 14
A hearty laugh had gone aim
Take Hall's Family pills for constiConstipation
limits
the
of
decent warfare, held in
lound
capture of the city was preceded by ceeding
necessary to eat sparingly," pation. Adv
Albuquerque! Gctov
It does beat all how quickly Foley around over the story of the flsherc1
the defeat of a motley army mustered Nevertheless the British government
wnies jnr3. uernlce Wyandt, Lima,
to locate the place on the
Cathartic Tablets liven your liver and who,
Ohio. "There was a dull and heavy
where he bad had good luck, cud
to defend it. This engagement oc- honored General Robs by permitting interesting facts about the
MASS FOR THE POPE
developovercome constipation. Ney Oldham, nick in the side of his boat "Aim
curred at Blandensburg, Md. ' The Ms family to add "of Blandensburg1
ment of the dairy industry in ti e feeling in my stomach after eating
24. A pastoral
isanta
Fe,
Aug.
WImberley, Texas, says. "Foley Ca- around," for the Englishman sat
to
their patronymic. Most British his- state
that was most uncomfortable. I was
American force consisted of several
during the past five yea.-s- . al
sent out yesterday morning by thartic Tablets are the best laxative emn and silent About five minu
torians
have
to
excuse
the
'also
thousand raw militia commanded by
attempted
annoyed by frequent headaches.
which time there was one creamery
later, however, he awoke with a rd
After taking a number of medicines Archbishop Jl B. Pltaval to every par- I ever used. They take the place of of
General Winder and a few hundred of vur.dalism by stating that the acts in New Mexico; a email
which
ish in the archbishopric provides for calomel." Wholesome,
laughter, and when asked the tr
plant
and
were
in
retaliation
stirring
the
for
Commodore Barney's sailors and madepreda confined itself to
ble, replied:
a small wunouc Denent I got a bottle of the celebration of solemn requiem cleansing. No
"Well, wouldn't It bd
supplying
griping. A comfort to corking good joke if that flsherm
Chamberlain's Tablets and found they
rines. Had the militia been equal to tions committed by the Americans part of the local demand. As
mass
In
against
every Catholic church in the stout persons. O. O. Schaefer and Red
got a different boat the next time
holdng its ground the victory would along the Canadian border, particularly a production of creamery butter of were jUBt the thing. Two bottles of
e
on Tuesday morning for Cross Drug Co. Adv.
went o"t!"
them rid me of this complaint." For
have been with the Americans. But in the towns and villages In the vicfive
practically nothing
years ago, sale
Pope Pius X. The cathedral at Santa
the citizen soldiers' quality was not inity of Niagara Falls. Others have New Mexico creameries in the
by all dealers. Adv:.
Fe was partially draped in black yes
six ted that the British soldiers were
on a par with their quantity.
Don't endure me needless pain a
TWO BAD FIRES
year, to July 1, paid to farmers
terday. The pillars at the entrance
The American position at Blandens- incensed because of the attempt made and
FINE STATE BUILDING
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Insurance un- torment of rheumatism, aggravated
dairy farmers, for cream or butwere wrapped in black and garlands
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Scribner's will in black
burg was strong and the defenders by a citizen of Washington to kill ter fat an average of $12,000 a week,
hid the lofty ceilings of the derwriters report two bad fires last it ia by the hot weather. W. T. H
wrre well posted. The British force General Ross, whose life was saved at or
in the near future publish a superb
El
$600,000.
interior.
Paso
approximately
The celebration of solemn week. One at Clayton destroyed the clens, Nicholson, Ga., says: "I s
consisted of less than 5,000 men, but the expense of his horse.
store of M. Herzstem, Inflicting dam- fcred the aches and pains of rheud
hotels alone use from 700 to 800 color engraving of the New Mexico requiem mass on
Tuesday morning
After applying the torch to Wash
the most of these men were veterans
pounds of New Mexico creamery but urnaing at San Diego, from a paint- will crowd the great church
with age of $90,000 with $60,000 Insurance. tlsm, swollen feet, irregular pain
who had fought under Wellington in ington the British beat a hurried re- - ter each week. The
ing by Chapman. The descriptive text those who will thus
system
Harvey
manifest their The other at Portales destroyed two bladder action, but Foley Kidney Pl
Europe. After a scrambling skirmish, trctt and during the next month es- uses several hundred
each will be by Dr. Edgar L. Hewett, di- love and esteem for the dead pontiff. buildings on Main street, one the prop- fixed me up quickly. Foley's are
pounds
sayed to capture Baltimore. They week, and the
erty of Captain T. J. Molinari, and the best. O. G. Schaefer and Red Crd
requirements of that rector of the school of American
were defeated September 13, and Ross
archaeology, and one of the guiding
other
are
of George Slaughter of nor-oll- .
system
very
high.
Drug Co. Adv.
Large
quantiw as slain.
It war while these opera- ties of
Piirifies Blood .
CITROLAXt
exThe former will be immediate:.- rebutter are being shipped to spirits of the
tions against Baltimore were in proCITROLAX I
built, replacing the frame structure
Mubscrlbe for ie Opno.
Texas, Trinidad and La Junta, hibition, who has worked assiduously
With Telling Effect gress that Francis Scott Key wrote west
C I T R O L A X
and into the mining camps of south to maintain the artistic ideals it had
th 3 words of the "Star Spangled Ban ern
It's a laxative of course and the
set itself at first. Director General
Arizona.
ner," which set to the melody of an
nicest
hot weather drink you ever
Davis
wrote
Colonel
E.
today
Ralph
owned dairy
uniy New Mexico
Gives Conscious Evidence of old English drinking song, has beherds will be permitted to share in lAvitchell that no building on the en- tasted. Flushes thoroughly and plea
come what is generally called the
Its Direct Action.
the prize money at the state fair ex- tire grounds is attracting as much at- antly, too. F. C. Crysler. Syracuse. N.
American national anthem.
hibit of dairy cattle this year, but tention and favorable comment as V., says: "Have used laxatives for
YOUR
the commission is encouraging breed- does the New Mexico building and 15 years but this Citrolax has got
"
of
Fever
Sufferers
Hay
ers of high grade dairy stuff from already newspapers and magazines everything else beat a mile." Try it.
and Asthma Get a Bottle of Foit, giving O. O. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
other states to bring in their stock are beginning" to feature
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
and is offering every advantage for New Mexico publicity worth thousands Co. Adv.
Restful sleep, relief and comfort sale of such Btockl., The
Before the fair is over,
result will of dollars.
from choking, gasping asthma and tor- be an
NEW COUNTY SCHOOL
unusually large exhibit of dairy that one feature alone will repay New
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. The department
menting hay fever for those who take cattle and this will b used in a se- Mexico ten times over every cent it
on its exhibit
of education has been informed that
Foley's Honey and Tar, It spreads a ries of practical lectures on
dairying spends
the proposition to establish a county
healing soothing coating as It glides and breeding by well known experts.
ARE WOMEN NATURALLY DESS. S. S., the famous blood purifier, almost down a raw tickling throat, and stops Trie dairy farmer, active or
prospectalks as tt sweeps Its way through the cir- Irritating coughs and colds. O. 0.
PONDENT?
tive, in fact will be given a thorough
culation. Its action is so direct that very
A prominent writer so claims. Wom
often In some forms of skin affliction the Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
short course in the industry, from the
appearance of the eruptions changes over Adv.
"V 1
breeding to the finished creamery en are constituted with a delicate or
night, the itch and redness are gone and
recovery begins Immediately.
product. The Albuquerque creamery, ganism and in nine cases out of ten
As a matter of fact, there Is one ingredia thoroughly modern plant of large mental depression may be attributed
No Time to Watte.
ent In S. S. 8. which serves the active purpose of stimulating each cellular part of
A. western physician has two chilcapacity, just completed, will be open- to an abnormal condition of the systhe body to the healthy and judicious selecand
nine
Ernest
and
ed to the dairymen and the lectures tem which expresses itself In nerv
Alice,
aged
dren,
own
That
its
of
essential
nutriment.
tion
Is why It regenerates the blood supply ; why elnven respectively. Recently the doc- there will have to do with butter fat ousness, sleeplessness, backaches, and
It has such a tremendous influence In over- tor and his wife made a week-envalues, shipping, cream testing and headaches, causing constant misery
coming eczema, rash, pimples, and all skin
a result despondency. Lydia
trip to the country, leaving the chil- other
a mictions.
practical details of the business and as
And in regenerating the tissues S. S. S. dren at home with the servants. They
E.
Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, a
which
will
to
be
of
the
value
The Cotpoint Electric Heating Comhas a rapid and positive antidotal effect were to return Monday night on a
producer
upon all those Irritating influences that train due at ten o'clock.
simple remedy made from roots and
of butter fat. '
The
children
cause rheumatism, sore throat, weak eyes,
pany offers, beginning August 27th, a
The theory of the fair commission herbs, is the one great remedy for this
loss of weight, thin, pale cheeks, and that wanted to meet them at the depot,
weariness of muscle and nerve that is gennew Electric Toaster
and of course received definite in- Is that all conditions in New Mexico condition. It goes to the seat of the
erally experienced as spring fever. Get a structions not to do so.
being favorable to dairy farming, and trouble and overcomes despondency.
bottle of 8. S. 8. at any drug store, and in
at reduced price.
When the parents arrived, at 11:30, the native
& few days you will not only feel bright and
Adv.
people being primarily a
energetic, but you will be the picture of their train being an hour and a half
can
new life. S. S. 3. is prepared only in the
were surprised to find pastoral people, the commission
THE NEW PAPER
laboratory of The Swift Specific Co., 834a late, they
Ernest and Alice waiting for them, and do nothing more profitable than to
Swift Bldg., Atlanta, Ga., who maintain
Santa Fe, Aug 24 Frank Staplln
very efficient Medical Department, where all all alone. The mother rushed for- encourage dairying on a large scala
who have any blood disorder of a stubborn
and family arrived today from Albunature may write freely for advice and a ward to expostulate, but was cut off The average Mexican farmer of the
special book of instruction. 8. 8. 8. Is sold by the shrill voice of Alice crying: state has a email tract df land which querque to make Santa Fe their pereverywhere by drug stores, department and
general stores, but beware of all substitutes. "Hurry up, mother. Don't stop to talk. yields him a bare living.
Figures manent residence. For the present
j
IH not accept them.
The taxi's up to $7.60 already!"
they have a suite of rooms at the
Norment cottage until their furniture,
which was shipped yesterday, arrives.
Mr. Staplin will from now on bend
energy to establish the repubevery
CAPITAL PAID IN
6URPLUI
lican paper and printing plant at the
50,eM.M
capital to he known as the State
Journal. Arthur Seligman will rebuild his block at the end of the Santa
Fe trail, opposite the Old Fonda, the
southeast corner of the plaza, for
"EL TOSTO" FORMERLY SOLD FOR $4.
"EL TOSTO" IMPROVED STYLE $3.50
the plant and it is hoped that by OcIn
readitober 1 everything will be
ID. T. Hosklns, Cashier.
THE NEW "EL TOSTO". GREATLY IMPROVED INEFFICIENCY-STYLE-EVERYTHIN- Q
I. M. Cunningham, Preside tt
ness to issue the new paper.
Frank Springer,
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Boys, Look Out for Green Apples
Lester Wolroth had a very 'severe
attack of cholera morbus brought on
by eating green apples. His mother,
Mrs, Pearl Wolroth, Herkimer, N. Y.,
says, "I was advised to give him
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which, I did, and
the relief from the first was very
great After taking three doses he
was all right" For sale by all dealers. Adv.
OF TIMBER

statistics just issued
By the United States forest service
there is in the national forests of
Arizona an aggregate of 19 billion feet
of merchantable saw logs and in New
Mexico 15 billion feet On this basis
it is estimated that an annual produc
tion forever of 200 million feet board
measure is assured so long as the
timber can be protected from forest

costs less to operate, will make enough nice golden brown
toast for five people for ONE CENT
toasts faster than the old style
is better in every way
more handsome In appearance
costs 50c less to buy
is the little wonder worker for you.
The Saturday Evening Post of Aug, 27th ha9 a big center page advertisement- inserted by the Hotpoint Company at cost of $11,000
which describes the big features of the new Electric Toaster. Read
itl Come in and look at our stock of EI TostosWe'Il be pleased
to demonstrate El Tosto to you. "At your Service."
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benefit to the .United Stales as a result of tbe war. He said recently:
"It is an 111 wind, but It Is evidently a wind 'that cannot fall to blow
good to this our own country at
peace as it Is with Itself and the
world; with bins and barn and gran
aries well filled; foods and fibers In
superabundance a veritable provi
dence such as is vouchsafed to a nation but once in a life time. It is the
opportunity of the United States, such
es never came to it before, to minister to the world; to publish peace;
to practice all the graces which adorn
national life; and at the same time
legitimately reap to Itself great harvests of industrial, financial and eco
nomic benefit.
"The worst calamity, and almost
Hie only calamity that can overtake
llils country at this time, is that It
will read the signs backward and In
some sympathetic thrill imagine that
we ourselves are in the throes of war.
The situation spells exactly the re
verse peace, not war in the United
States;
opportunity, not calamity;
prosperity, not adversity; a perfect
antipodes to a state of panic. The
bankers of the state and of the whole
country should be and are the logical
exemplars and exponents of the fundamental principles which underlies
this situation and will in their wisdom
dispense good counsels and aid tbe
people in, rightly dividing the word
of
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IN
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(Continued from Page One)

troops are ho longer able to face the
terrific fire of the German infantry."
"Germany has been attacked and
TELEPHONES
therefore has no responsibility for the
2
Main
Business Office
von Bernstorft said.
.Main 2 war,'' Count
News Department
''To tbe last man in the empire, we
.
will defend
t
country. This war
has no other object but the destruc
MONDAY, AUGUST 24, 1914.
tion of the German and the Austrian
VfUY HASTE IS N EC ESS A It Y empires, and we believe we will be
alio to prove to all the world that
las Vegas and that means every- - this cannot
he accomplished.
ly living on either side of the Gal
"The German people are as one
i ls within a radius of 20 miles
man tor. the war. It is neither the
be glad to learn- - tbat Postmaster emperor's war, nor a war for officers.
V. Long has called the attantion
as many have charged. It is a war
officials in Washington to the fact of the German
people.
t at speedy action in the erection of "The women and children and the
is
an
actual
l federal building here
old men have uncomplainingly gone
correctly Into
PKsttv.
Judce Long
the fields to gather the crops
to
urges upon the postmaster general
glad to give t.what help they can to
consider a number of reasons why their
country, and we have wonderful
buildln
government
Las Vegas'
this year. Every man, woman
crops
fehoiild have precedence over those au
and child old enough to know what
thorized in other places, and he asks war means has volunteered for some
that the necessary unwinding of red service. As an illustration there is a
tape be cut as short as possible.
multimillionaire in Munich, who is to
The postmaster's chief reasoa for
day
delivering mail from door to
urging haste is the fact that an aver- dc or. He volunteers to do a postman's
age of 700 letters are delayed In work because the postman had to go
Greater Las Vegas dally because they tc war."
re sent to the wrong postoffice. This
causes confusion, vexation and often
financial loss and gives the employee
of both postofflces unnecessary work. BIG CORPORATIONS
fThe whole community would benefit
by the establishment of a central post,
ADOPT TBE FLAG
office, and that the people realize it
Is shown by the fact that the eite for
the new building was unanimously UNITED STATES SHIPPING MA- figreed upon by the representatives of
TERIALLY INCREASED BY
.both sides of the Gallinas river.
THE WAR
offic
that
Every day
Washington
ials delay the erection of the new
building they impose extra work upon
their employes here and inconveni f Washington, Aug 24 The United
ence a large number of Greater Las States Steel corporation, the Standard
yegas patrons of the postoffice de Oil Company and the United Fruit
partment Postmaster Long's force Company have notified the govern
ful reminder to the postmaster gen ment of their intentions to put their
eral, which appears in another column fleet under the American flag, under
of this paper, is expected to get re the new law extending home registry
to foreign built craft.
sults.
1
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he quoted Babylonian Inscription after
inscription to prove that the men quoted in the genealogies of Genesis and
as well as the
the
patriarchs named in the old
testament were historical figures or
dynasties. It was a Waterloo for the
tenets spread by higher criticism
from one who has made a life study
of the cuneiform inscriptions. Iustead
of the Hebrews having taken the story
of the deluge, or of creation, from
Babylonian literature, it was Babylonia and Assyria who derived them
from the early Semites who poured
into the valley of the Euphrates and
Tigris long before the days of Abraham. . It was a masterful, cogent,
modern address that must have
impressed every hearer with the fact
that in the Sacred Scriptures is recorded history and not fiction. The
theme of the sermon was "The Bible
and Babel."
Federal Judge William H. Pono presided over the meeting and Introduced
the speaker. The sacred concert given under the direction of Charles J.
Andrews and the summer school chorus, was again of a high character, the
music selections being superbly rendered. Solos by Mr. and Mrs. Andrews and a duet by Miss Carroll and
Mrs. Andrews, were especially fine and
the anthems "Oh How Amiable Are
Thy Dwellings," and "Hymn in the
Night," were sung with a zest that
carried everything before it.
n

San Francisco, Aug. 24. A tran
script of the evidence Jaken before
the state railroad commission in its
investigation into the affairs of the
United raijroads, the surface transit
system, service in San Francisco will
be laid before the district attorney
with a recommendation that he institute prosecutions. This was the announcement today of John M. Eshle-man- ,
president of the commission.
after the hearing had been resumed.
Jesse Lilienthal, president of the
United railroads, said the present officers and directors of the company
would
in every way with
the commission tn supplying the district attorney with evidence.
No statement 2f the persons to be
prosecuted was mada
The present bearing relates to the
diversion of more ihan $ 1,000.000 by
Patrick Calhoun, former president of
the company, for investment in the
Solano irrigated farms, a
venture which collapsed. ...
land-sellin- g
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GREAT BATTLE IS

OF GERMAN

or

o'

GER-

HERNANDEZ LIKELY TO

Mexico,

lM

BE PROSECUTED

RECOMMENDS PUN
ISHMENT FOR SAN FRAN-.- ,
CISCO PEOPLE

London, Aug. 24. Archer M. Huntingdon, president of the American geographical service, and Mra. Huntington, who have arrived in London
from the continent, today confirmed
the story of their arrest as .Russian
spies in Germany. They left Carlsbad two hours before the receipt of
the news of the declaration of war
with Russia, traveling by motor car
to Nuremburg.
At Nuremberg they were detained
from 8 o'clock In the morning until
2 o'clock in the afternoon. Both Mr.
and Mrs. Huntington were obliged to
remove their clothes, which were
searched. Their papers also were
ransacked and their car, which was
a French make, was commandeered.
Later their French chauffeur and
their valet, an Englishman, were made
prisoners of war.
"So far as I could see," Mr. Huntington said," all Germany is enthusiastic over the war. The people clear
ly wanted it and they had no doubt
whatever of its Immediate success. I
saw signs on military automobiles
such as these: 'William, Emperor of
Europe,' 'William, King of Russia' and
On to Paris.' "
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a splendid audience that greeted him
and followed with intense interest as
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Santa Fe. N. M., Aug. 24. A bitter
controversy from Bernalillo county,
which sends contesting delegations, is
tii
feature of the state republican
convention which Is expected to con
vene late this afternoon and which
will this evening likely nominate B.
0. Hernandez of Rio Arriba county for
congressman and Hugh H. Williams to
succeed himself as state corporation
ci'U missioner. The day has been occupied with the hearing of evidence
n the contest case from Bernalillo
county and another from Quay county,
bt lore the state central committee.
W. H. Andrews and Elfego Baca,
rival candidates for the congressional
nomination, each claim the Bernalillo
county delegation. United States Sen
ator T. B. Catron will probably be
selected as temporary chairman with
C. Ely of Doming as permanent
chairman.

WAR
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RAGING FROM

the front.
Austrian Quuit Servian Campaign
Undin, Italy, Aug. 24. Reports re
ceived here from Vienna are that the
Austrlans are about to abandon their
operations against the Servians on the
Drina river In order to concentrate
their forces against the Russian advance. The difficulties of the ' cam
paign against Servia has been re
doubled by the troubles in Bosnia. '
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time

requires,
first a good time
piece, second it
must be In good

running order.".
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First

Class Time Pieces
Germans Were Cruel
.Washington Aug. 24 A. Havenitz,
Class Repairing
the Belgian minister, today communicated a protest from his government
to the state department against the
German statements of belligerent con
duct on the battlefield. "Germany has
permitted many of her soldiers to
606 Douglas Ave.
slaughter peaceful people, to burn
down hamlets and villages, to threatOut o! Town Work Solicited
en the civil population with the greatest horrors," says the protest. ' '
"The list of atrocities ascertained by
an investigating committee is already
to be presented. .Belgium asks for an
international investigation of cruelties
committed.
Metz and Aix La Chappelle. Another
been brought down at Badonviller,
'
' "
near Luneville.
Of
two
are
the
remainder,
supposed
SOURCE OF NEWS
to be on the Russian frontier and the
others at Cologne, Hamburg and Kiel,
WILL BE CUT OFF and on the French frontier.

At

TAUPERT'S

Berlin, Aug. 24. (via Copenhagen
and London) Henry S. Brecken-riilgassistant secretary of war at
Washington, and ten officers from the
American cruiser Tennessee, arrived
(Continued from Page One
GERMAN WIRELESS STATION IN
in Berlin Sunday morning by special
NEW JERSEY IS ORDERED
train from Holland. They brought
This report, however, lacks con
TO CLOSE
cy.
coin
sent by the American govgold
firmation.
ernment for the succor of needy
Nancy is the capital of Muerthe and
Washington, Aug. 24. After a conAmericans in Germany.
Moselle, 35 miles south of Metz, on ference with Secretary Daniels today
the left bank of the river Muerthe. Secretary Redfield notified the GermaCook Nearly Lynched
It is about ten miles from the German n-owned
wireless station at Tucker-ha- s
Am24.
A
London, Aug.
party of
frontier. It Is one of the best and
been
licensed, as is requiredin the
ericans composed of Mrs. Barclay
built towns of France and has lation of law. The action was taken
finest
Warburton, her son and her daughter, a
population of over 90,000. Of the because the Tuckerton station never
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Diston of Philaancient fortifications of the own only has been licensed, as Is reuired in the
delphia; and Mr. and Mrs. Archibald the citadel has been preserved.
radio laws. It began operating last
Barclie of New York, who have ar
According to reports received at May in the experimental stages, and
rive! here from Carlsbad, Austria,
from different lately has been the only direct means
Basel, Switzerland,
managed to bring with them through
in upper Alsace the German of communication between the United
points
Germany two French maids, a Belgian
are making another offensive States and Germany.
,
maid and an English valet. These troops
movement against the French army
The wireless station at Sayville, L.
four servants came through the counr
occupying Muelhausen and environsi. I., is licensed and now under censortry of their enemy under the protec:
ship.
stars
and
the
tlou of
stripes.
Liege is Bombarded
In a dispatch from Rotterdam, the
Shortly after war was declared a
A Most Complete Plant
French " cook in a Carlsbad hotel correspondent of the Daily Telegraph
Tuckerton, N. J., Aug. 24. The wirestarted a disturbance by Insulting a says that sounds of the vigorous bomGerman chauffeur. Mr. Warburton bardment of Liege reached the fron- less station here is owned by the
Goldschmldt company, a concern with
says a mob numbering 3,000 persons tier near Maestrioht on Sunday. They
chased the cook and heat him severe- Indicated that the Germans are mak- headquarters in Berlin. The local station has been in charge of Lieutenant
ly. The police saved him from being ing a tremendous effort to clear this
Piatt, U. S. N., as censor since the
line
from
their
lynched.
danger
(,
day after President Wilson issued his
of supply.
Americans Must be Reasonable
... Fugitives report that
the Liege proclamation of neutrality. Lieutenant
"Ambassador Herrick spent today at forts have caused great Inconvenience Piatt has with him two navy wireless
the foreign office arranging for special to the Germans by destroying their opirators who have been sending and
trains from Switzerland to Paris and pontoon bridges over the Meuse. The receiving practically all the messages
then from Paris to Havre to facilitate Daily Mail publishes a dispatch from passing through. The Tuckerton wirethe movement of Americans to the Antwerp that the Germans have built less tower is more than 800 feet" high
coast He has sent to various Ameri- eight pontoon bridges across the the plant is one of the most complete
can consuls in Switzerland, the fol- Meuse between Liege and the Dutch of its kind in the world.
Later the management of the Tuckic wing telegram In part:
frontier.
erton
made
station., was notified that the
for
been
have
"Arrangements
Both Sides Suffer Losses
call letters "temporarily assigned had
1,000 passengers to leave Geneva Wed"The general engagement continu-ue- d been cancelled. Further operations
nesday, August 26; for 1,000 more on
today with desperation," is the will subject the station to penalties,
Thursday; for 500 on Friday and 500
wording of an official communication including forfeiture of the apparatus.
more on Saturday.
"Already In effect, it has been ordered closed,
"These passengers must be made given out this1 afternoon.
serious
both
suffered
have
sides
to understand that France is at war
losses.
STRIKE CALLED OFF
and Paris is under military law.
"Our armies had resolutely taken
Franklin, Kas., Aug. 24. RepresentHence they must choose cheerfully
to do their part and must agree to go the offensive between the Moselle atives of every local miners' union in
to designated hotels in Paris and to and Monzin, Belgium. A general bat- this section of the state, at a mass
sail by designated ships from Havre, tle is now raging In upper Alsace on meeting last night, voted to return
a'l of which will be regular vessels of the Vosges mountains and also on to work today. Six hundred miners
HTe river Muerthe.
The main body of have been striking despite the orders
c
line. Acthe French
is under command of General of officials of the United Mines Workcommodations on these steamers will troops
'
th front ers of America to- the contrary, bebe assigned by an embassy committee fait f These ; forces holdj
'
indicated;"
feeretofora
cause, they assert, their biennial
ji"
and they must be accepted even' if
"An army from the north Of Havre working contract, recently signed at
passengers are less comfortable and
is at- Kansas City, is not satisfactory.
more crowded than In times of peace. is approaching Neufchateau and
which
the
German
forces,
tacking"Lists gilvng'lhe fuirnhme, age and
and are
have filed
Subscribe for The Optic,
profession and residence of each pas- now on through Luxemburg
of
the
the
ban
Semois,
right
under your
senger 'ifluet
"Another army from the direction
authority and accompany each train."
of Seda has crossed the department ZEPPELIN
AIRSHIPS
of Ardennes and is engaged with the
German army corps, which has been
ARCHAEOLOGY PROVES
FAIL TO SHOW WORTH
proceeding between the river Lesse
and the river Meuse.
THE 0LDTESTA5IENT "A third army corpps from the
neighborhood of Chemay is advancing GERMAN ARMY 8AID TO HAVE
BEEN DISAPPOINTED BY
to attack the German right between
GAS BAGS
YALE PROFESSOR MAKES THIS the river Sambre and the river Meuse.
This third army Is supported by an
STATEMENT
IN A STRONG
Paris, Aug. 24. Zeppelin airships,
v SERMON
English army which has come from
of which the Germans expected great
the vicinity of Monz."
1 r things, appear as yet to bave been in
Santa Fe, Aug. 24. Archaeology AD 2 WAR D Paris date
"The movements Qf the Germans, offensive, according to opinion in th
has proved the historical truth of the
Cld Testament after higher critics who sought to pass our left wing, French capital. Of the 15 Zeppelin
had declared that its stories were were followed step by step and their units, one Is believed to have been
myths and fables. That was the con- right now finds Itself attacked by the disabled by the siege of Uege, an
clusion reached by Dr. Albert T. left wing of our army, which Is work- other was demolished 1n a shed at
Clay, lAffan 5rofes(sor of Aasyrfol-or- y ing in conjunction with the English, Metz by the French Aviator Finninck.
at Yale university, In his ser- from this side the battle continued Two others have been seen by Bel
mon last evening to the summer school vigorously for more than 24 hours, the gian aviators, apparently wrecked by
at the Sottish Rite cathedral. It was field extending over the remainder of wind squalls in the forest between
e,

Timifr1
To have correct

Italian Army Mobilized
Geneva, Aug. 23, (via Paris, Aug.
24. Delayed in transmission)
Italian
troops, according to thoroughly re
liable information reaching here, are
concentrating on the Austrian fron
tier. The French frontier in Switzerland has been virtually stripped of its
garrisons owing to partial mobilization by individual summons and not
by public order. According to reports
in Geneva, the Italian army has been
raised to 800,000 men.

I

loug-standin- g

London, Aug. 24. A dispatch to the
Central News from Rome says fisher
men in the Adriatic report that the
entire Austrian fleet of about 40 units
is .proceeding southward from Pola,
the Austrian naval base. Their objec
tive is thought to be Cattaro in
According to recent reports
a French fleet Is cruising In the Adriatic.

London, Aug.' 24. The report at
Amsterdam of the Reuter Telegram
company follows an official communication given out at Vienna which
.
says:
"
e
a
telegram from
"According to
14 officers and 170 of the crew,
including 50 wounded, of the Austrian
cruiser Zenta, Which Is reported to
have been sunk by a French fleet,
have reached Montenegrin territory."
All other reports, the Vienna state
ment says, of the loss sustained by
o
:
the Austrian navy in the Adriatic, are
Materially Increases Tonnage
I;
:
AN "ILL WIND"
New York, Aug. 24. The decision without foundation...'-Steel
of
States
United
the
"It's an ill wind that blows nobody
corporation,
Oil company and the ; London, Aug.- - 24. Rumors coming
k jgood" is an old maxim that is applic- the Standard
able to the present turmoil in Europe. United Fruit company to place their from Germany state, according to the
In this case the ill wind that is bring- vessels under s the American flag Evening Standard,, that reports per
ing misfortune to the countries on tbe crea'teg as a. nucleus of a new Ameri- sist there that Crown, Prince Freder
continent beyond the Atlantic un- can merchant marine nearly 100 ick William is dead. This is the lat
1series of similar reports.
doubtedly will blow good to America. steamships with a gross tonnage of est of
some
comOil
Standard
representing that the heir to the
"The European countries, devastated, about 400,000. The
their industries crippled, naturally pany fleet of tankers numbers 70, of throne had been stabbed by a social
jvill appeal to the United States for which 25 are British, 35 German and ist, others that he had been wounded
in battle.
food stuffs and manufactured pro- the rest Italian and Dutch.
The United Fruit company controls
ducts. This nation, too, will have an
London, Aug. 24. The correspond
opportunity to cultivate trade in coun-trie- s 23 vessels and the' United States Steel
where European nations former- corporation five vessels flying the ent of the Daily Telegraph at Amster
dam1 say its estimate is that the total
ly supplied a great part of the im- British ag.
of the Belgian loss up to date has
port.
been
10,000 killed, wounded and prisSWISS LOAN APPROVED
Of course this cannot be accomplish'
'
ed unless the United States remains
London, Aug. 24. The correspond- oners.
neutral and can summon to its flag an ent of the Exchange Telegraph comLondon, Aug. 24. A dispatch readequate merchant marine. By lnror-- ' pany at Rome says a message has
here from Paris .says that acceived
tng American vessels and cargoes been received there from Berne,
to official announcement in
cording
Washing-orlnthe
against war losa, congress is endeav- Switzerland, saying that
to enlist under the American ton government has informed Switzer-fla-g the French capital the Germans are
a merchant marine that will do bind that there is no reason why a making greater efforts at Namur,
in which is resisting vigorousy. All the
the shipping business of the world Swiss loan should not
Is
in Uege forts are still holding out The
during the great European struggle, (the United States. This answer
entire Belgian army has, been conSwitzerland
to
a
from
WT. W. Bowman, secretary
query
of the reply
centrated
and entrenched at Antwerp.
the'
Bankers' association, sees) garding
proposal of a loan.

f

BERLIN
IN
THOSE
STRANDED
WILL HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY TO LEAVE

J
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MARKETS
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Aug. 24. Wheat opened
cent down on little local selling,

but speculative sentiment was bullish
on the European situation and a net
gain of 1 to 14 cent was quickly
restored on a lisht trade. The market
broke on realizin-- and closed steady,
1
cent higher in September, to Va
cent lower.
cent under
Coin started
to
Saturday's close on rains In the corn
belt: but in sympathy with oats steadied and made a net recovery of from
to y2 cent. The close was weak
4 to 1 cent down.
Oats enjoyed the only big market
on the floor on reports of continued
bu.vsng for export. The opening was
down on the rains, but the
to
cent
carried it '4 to 1
afmost
these
options
being
higher,
fected.
Provisions were steady but Inactive.
There were no opening bids for pork,
but ribs and lard were unchanged to 5
cents higher. The closing quotations
were :
Wheat, Sept. 99; Dec. 103; May
j

110.

Corn,
Oats,
Fork,
Lard;

Sept. 79; Dec. 69.
Sept. 45; Dec. 47.
Sept. $22 j Jan. $2t:32.
Sept. $10. 7; Oct $10.20; Jan.

$10.50.'' r"'
Ribs, Sept. $12.65;
KANSAS

CITY

oi.iv.-.

Jan. $11.20.
LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, August 24. Hogs, receipt '5,000. Market strong.
Cattle, receipts 18,000. Market lower.
Sheep, receipts 9,000. Market lower.
'

trans-Atlanti-

"

VictrolaVL$25
Other styles (15 to

S200

The Victrola is
a source of endless
pi easure to the en
tire household.
It gives everybody the

Wind of

music they hke best.
, Come in any time

and hear your favorite music, and find
oat how you can easily get a Victrola.

The Store of Quality

BACHARACH'S
Opposite

BROS.

Castaneda Hotel
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Miss Jeanette Spless left on train
No. 1 today to visit friends in Santa

PERSONALS

Ka,
""Mrs-

Miss Emma J. Rieve left this morning on the California limited for California, where she will spend a year
or more. Miss IUeve hag ,been con-- ,
nected with the public schools of the
West side for several years.
(Miss Helma Vollmer left this morning on the California limited for Santa Fe, where ehe will visit friends for
several days. Miss Aurora Lucero of
Santa Fe, formerly of Las Vegas, will
entertain for Miss Vollmer and Miss
Lucy Clement, another Las Vegas
girl."
Mrs. B. 3. Ellis and party arrived
toy auto from Texas yesterday, and
will Bpend the winter In this city.
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Stern and J.. A.
Talchert and wire visited El Porvenir
yesterday.
J. J. Atkins and wife and J. Ii. Hart
of Raton are registered at a local
hotel.
T"
Goldstein of Mora spent
(Henry
yesterday in Las Vegas.
W. G, Brorien of Tampa, Fla., Is ono
of the recent tourist arrivals In the
i
city.
M. A. Rudolph, deputy clerk of the
court of Mora county, spent yesterday in Las Vegas visiting friends,
prior to going to Santa Fe to attend
the republican convention todayi
Mrs. M. E. Roach, mother of Jfohn
A. Roach, who has been spending the
summer with, her son and family at
their home, 942 Seventh street, left
last night for her home in Chicago.
C. O, Rucker of St. Louig is making a brief stay in Las Vegas in the
interests of his firm.
E. G. Murphey, who has been in
Denver for the greater part of a
month on a buying trip, is expected
to return the latter part of this week.
Frederick C. Kruse of New York
city, brother of Mrs.. Ida Kruse
who lectured before the sumr
nier school here, Is In Las Vegar visiting his sister.
G. A. Pearson of Flagstaff, Ariz.;
W. A. Franklin of Denver, C. M.
Stanton and C. O. Dodd of Albuquer-,que- ,
are recent hotel arrivals in the
city.
Mrs. Emma Craven has resumed
the employ of Bacharach Brothers,
and will take charge of the alterations department.
Charles Danziger and family are
enjoying a vacation trip to El Porvenir.
Hal Raynolds of the First National
bank returned home yesterday after
a week's sojourn at El Porvenir.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Rosenwald are
entertaining Mrs. Rosen wald's father, Mr. Samuel Baum of Kansas City,
who will be their guest for two weeks.
Frank H. H. Roberts, Jr., left Saturday evening for Denver, where he
will spend two weeks visiting relatives. Upon his return home he will
resume his school work at the
Normal University. Mr. Roberts was employed as a reporter for
The Qptio during the greater part of
this summer.
W. Al Hailer, general superintendent and chief engineer for the Federal Light and Power company of New
York, owners of the Las Vegas Light
and Power company and the Las
Vegas Traction company, will arrive
this evening to spend two or three
days here,; Mr. Haller is,, on, a trip
of inspection. He has been in Trinidad during the past several days.
A. B. Edmonds, a teacher In the
public schools of Las Vegas,, will
leave. this evening for Florence,. Arizj
where he has secured a position, a?
'
instructor of manual training.- ,
Mrs. Neal, wife of the Santa Fe
agent at Shoemaker, was a visitor In
Las Vegas today.
New-Mexic-

.

.-

W. J. Lucas and eon Henry
will arrive this evening on train No.
9 from an extended visit In the Great

Lakes district and Pittsburgh.
: O, Rucker
of EI Paso Is In the city
on a business trip.
Alice Angell Gage of Elephant
Butte is stopping at one of the local
hotels.
H. C. Hennis.and wife of El Paso
visited the city yesterday.
Mra. G. W. Home, Esther Home
and Jay Rishell of Columbia, Mo., and
G. H. Hahn and wife of Chicago, 111.,
are staying at one of the city's hotels
and it is understood that they will remain In Las Vegas for the winter.
Miss Georgia Lowrie returned last
night from a visit to Santa Fe and
Albuquerque.
Miss Pilar Delgado of Santa Fe is
visiting Miss Marguerite C. de Baca.
David Rosenwald arrived home last
night from an extended buying trip
throughout the east.
Enrique Armijo, deputy county assessor, returned last night from Santa Fe, where he attended a session of
the state board of equalization.
Mr. Ji. McIIale and A. A. Reilly of
Yoiragstown, o., who have been visitors in the city for a few days, left
yesterday for a week's stay at El
Porvenir.
CONSERVATION
BILL PASSED
Washington, Aug. 24. The adminis-

tration water power conseravtlon bill
wr3 passed today by the house,. It
Provides a system. ...of government
leases of water power sites on public
lands"to private capital, the revenue
to go first to the reclamation fund
ind then to be used for other pur
poses.

STANDING OF THE CLUBS

National League
L.
W.
59
55
58

New York

Boston .
St. Louis

. .';

55
48
47
48

.

Chicago

Philadelphia
Pittsburgh .
Eiooklyn .
Cincinnati .

47

.'

55
52

.578
.549
.527
.519
.462
.461
.461
.442

55
56
59

American League
L.
W.
35
70
Philadelphia
49
59
Boston
50
57
Washington
53
55
Detroit .
Chicago
St. Louis
New York

Pet

43
46
52
51
56

Pet
.667
.546
.532
.509
.495
.491

56
54
60
78

.450
.315

L.

PcL

58

48
48

54,J

46

.556
.547
.540

Buffalo'.'.'.'.

56
52

48
52

.500

St. Louis

49

60

.450

..48

61
69

.440

Cleveland

49
36

.

Federal League
W.
60

.

Chicago
Indianapolis
Brooklyn .
Baltimore

..l

Kansas City
Pittsburgh .

45

'

W.

L.

Sioux City

74

46

Penver

St Joseph

70
67

Des Moines
Lincoln .

60

51
63
60

68

60

.....54
..50

65
73

48

72

Omaha
Topeka .
Wichita

.433- -

a"n

western League
,

.538

PcL
.617
.573
.658
.500
.492
.454
.407
.406

MONDAY, AUGUST

and extending eastward,
across the river connectYESTERDAY'S RESULTS
municipalities, thus maka sljgle population of
people, but divided Into
separate municipalities. There is a
postofflce west of the river named
National Leagus
Las
Vegas. The postoffices'are about
R. H. E.
At Cincinnati
a mile apart. On railroad and
half
2T ..2 6 1
New York other
maps of the country both town
1'
3 11
1
.
Cincinnati
snd city are designated by the name
Batteries:
Demaree
and
Tesreau,
Las Vegas.
Myers, M Lean; Ames and Gonzales.
"The mail for East Las Vegas is
in excess of that for Las Velargely
R. H. E.
At St Louis
gas. Native and Mexican population
4
3
7
Brooklyn
more than
of
7 11
2 constitute
St. Louis
Hie population, not a twelfth part on
the East side.
Federal League
"Mail for business men and InstituR. H. E.
At Kansas City
5 11 2 tions of East Las Vegas should be
Pittsbia-g'.13' 11 2 so, addressed, but as a matter of acKansas City
Batteries: Barger and Berry; John tual practice, owing to the fact that
the name Las Vegas appears on most
son an dEasteriy.
n;ups, letters, newspapers and parcels
R. H. El ; ere addressed Las Vegas, overlookAt St. Louis
3 9 0 ing the fact that the name of the postBaltimore . r
4 8 3 offlce is different from that of the
Louis
St
Batteries: Bailey, Conley, Wilhelm city; so a large number of business
and Jacklitsch; Davenport and Simon. and social letters which should be addressed East Las Yogis go to the
pestofflce at Las Vegas, a half mile
Western League
R. H. E. distant from the place intended.
At Sioux City
"Tliere is no carrier service at Las
7 8 3
Sioux City
and in the usual course of
6 11 2 ''
Denver
inhabitants of East Las Vebusiness
Batteries:
White, Klein and Mur
are
to make daily trips
gas
compelled
and
Block, Spahr.
phy; Harrington
over the half mile intervening beK. . E tween the two postoffices to make
At Des Moines
Des Moines
5 11 1 pure of their mail, or to rely on the
two
4 3 3 exchange of mail between the
.
Wichita ,
"Batteries: Hogan and Haley; dem- oiflces, which cannot, even with the
utmost care, be done with any cerons and Graham.
tainty. An effort is being made to
At Omaha
R. H. E. that end, but it leads to continual
These misdirections by
3 confusion.
5 12
Omaha
4
4 1 addressors are so frequent that the
Lincoln .
Batteries:
Willis and Krueger; people on the East side, especially
buhir.ess men, are continually at great
Smith, Jordan and Blackburn.
inconvenience. The same is true, only
R. H. E. in a less degree', of those living on
At Omaha
2 7 2 the West side, as letters intended for
Lincoln 4
1
3 Las Vegas are frequently addressed
Omaha .
Batteries: Cooney and Rehor; San- to East Las Vegas.
'
ders and Kreuger.
Recently I caused a count to he
kept at this office of the letters di
R. K. E. rected to Las Vegas and returned here
At Sb, Joseph
2
5 3 for delivery. The average of letters
Topeka .
3 9 2 v as by actual count over 700 daily,
St Joseph
Dashnor and Rapps; and In newspapers and parcels a very
Batteries:
Vance and Schang.
large number. This average will con
tinue for the year daily and at holiday
seasons in increased numbers.
FIGHTING HIGH PRICES
"The foregoing gives a slight Idea
New York, Aug. 24. In its fight on
of the great confusion, delay and em
the
of
foodstuffs,
high prices
mayor's
barrassment, both in social and busi
commission was prepared to begin the ness
affairs, that is daily arising as
distribution of 100,000 pamphlets de- tne result of these unfortunate con
scribing many uses to which vege- ditions. They emphasize most clearly
to
tables can be put as substitutes for the necessity for early action
the
situation,
remedy
meat The committee also has joined
"A long time ago the people of the
in the campaign started yesterday by two communities
agreed the neces
.Mrs. Julian Heath, president of the
was
erection of a fedthe
sary
thing
National Housewives' league, for a re- eral
for postofflce and other
building
turn to marketbaseket days. Some
pfublic uses alt a place reasonably
members of the committee believe convenient for both sides of the river.
that If housewives and hotel buyers To that end steps were taken and
cultivated the habit of going to mar- an
appropriation was secured for the
ket it would result in the establishing construction of a federal
building. In
of open market places throughout the
February, 1914, Mr. J. H. Fleming, a
city.
federal site inspector from the depart
ment, came to select and determine
Beginning today on the Casitio definitely the location, that title to
courts at Newport, R. I., the thirty-- ; the
property selected might he .se
fourth annual national championship cured and work
begun. To this date
tournament of the United States
nothing further seems to have been
Lawn Tennis association will bring io done. The entire
population of about
gether a host of players many of 10,000 people are impatient and rest-whom have earned a world-wid- e
repu- less at
delay. They note that at Altation as expert racket wlelders.
and Roswell, where such a
buquerque
Since Its Inception In 1881 the national
building is not so much needed, one
tourney has grown to proportions has been erected for each city. Our
which are in keeping with the general merchants, banks and business men
interest which it has created. Each especially have long been annoyed and
succeeding year the matches devf-iodiscommoded by our anomalous conseme sensational feature. Class al- ditions, which can ho relieved
only by
ways tells as was clearly demonstrat- the
construction of the federal
early
for
finals
ed 12 months ago as the
building. Upon the necessity of imthe championship singles, Maurice E. mediate action our people are a unit,
McLoushlin and R. N. Williams sec- and anxious.. Our situation constitutes
ond had just returned from England such an extremef
exception to usual
afte rbelng mainly responsible for the conditions that
feel that action
they
return of the famous Davis cup to for their
relief, should be taken at
America,
the first possible moment.
"The people of the West side are
anxious for the carrier service they
will get by the new building and the
consolidation of the two offices.
"Very respectfully,
"(Signed) E. V. LONG, P. M.".,
on the east
with bridges
ing the two
ing In fact
about 10,000
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LONG URGES THE

GOVERNMENT

CRYSTAL BUTT F 1

TO HURRY
(Continued From Page One.)

MANY EXCHANGES
OF PLAYERS

mtm

fully understand the great
that our people generally,
and the business men especially, are
suffering for want of this building,
its location and construction would be
made an exception and would justify
a departure from the usual routine
of business. A consideration of the
actual facts must appeal to the department for early action.
"We have here two regularly organized Eiunlclpal corporations, one the
town of Las Vegas, immediately adjoining the Galllnas river on the west
and extending westward from the riv
er; the other the city of Las Vegas,
immediately adjoining the same river
could

it)!

the best in all
Y
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IN 1Q14
BIG BASEBALL LEAGUES BROKE
ALL THE RECORDS IN
THIS RESPECT

New York, Aug 24 The baseball
season of 1914 already noted as as a
period of unusual occurrences in the
national sport promises to establish
a record for the purchase and ex
change of players fn the bi leagues.
Omitting entirely !any reference to
the opening of the pennant races the
present season has been an exception

From week to week this spacs will held some interesting Information
pertaining to banking business.
This week we present evldencs of growth.

Total Resources January

1, 1913

Total Resources July i,

$188,390.76

$252, 370.47

1913

Total Resources January i,

-

1914

$320,653.83

Total Resources July 1,1914 - $406,587.28

Peoples Bank & Trust Company
COMMENCED

al one in this respect. With the ex- -'
ception of the world's championship
Philadelphia Athletics every club in
both American and National leagues
has made unusual efforts toward the
strengthening of one or more departments by means of exchange or cash
transactions, Not alone have the minor, leagues have been invaded but the
big leagues have dealt with others
to an extent greater than has been
the case in other years.
In the American league Boston se
cured Egan, Shore and Ruth from the
Baltimore club of the International;
Hobltxel from Cincinnattl; Vean and
Gregg from Cleveland in exchange for
Coumbs, R. Johnson and Egan, as well
as several minor leagues and college
players. The Chicago White Sox
have signed or released an even dozen players not including Hal Chase
who jumped to the Buffalo Federals.
The dealing, however, has been confined to the minor and college class
although Comiskey holds the present
season's record in his purchase of the
fielder Felch from Milwaukee of the
American Association at $12,000 cash
and two .players.
The New York, Americans have purchased or released sixteen players
since April 14. Some of the big league
material secured Includes Catcher
Nunamaker from Boston Americans,
Pitcher Carroll Brown from the Athletics in addition to Birdie Cree from
Clevethe Baltimore Internationals.
land Is another club which has dipped
deeply into the players mart Close
to 20 players have been bought, sold,
exchanged or lost by desertion this
season. A majority of these trans
actions involved minor leagues, the
principal major league deal being
with the Boston Americans whereby
Pitcher Vean Gregg went to the Red
Sox In exchange for" Pitchers Coumbes
and Johnson and Catcher Bon Egan.
Aside from the purchase of two
minor league .players and the release
of Catcher Gibson i the Detroit club
has stood pat to 'date and the same
may be said of Clarke Griffith's Washington combination!. The capital club
purchased Outfielder Mike Mitchell
from the Pittsburgh Nationals, released Pitchers Collier and Cashion and
secured J. E .Blair from the Martins-burW. Va., club. The St. Louis
Browns released two players and purchased one for future delivery.
Far more activity in thia direction
has been shown in the National
league. The Cincinnnati club record
shows that close to 30 players have
figured in one way or another In club
deals or jumped to the Federal league.
Claude Derrick was bought from Bal
timore and then traded to Chicago for
First Baseman Mollowitz. Hoblltzel
went to the Boston Americans and
Tex Erwin from Brooklyn to Cincinnati and back again. Bert Daniels,
former Yankee and part of Jack
Dunn's $60,000 Baltimore International
league assets found his way to the
Cincinnati club, to gay nothing of a
number of minor league and college
playera..;.
Pittsburgh scouts, too, have been
busy and the Pirates- - have 13 deals of
one kind or another to thelc. .credit;
Aside from the deal with the Washington where Mike Mitchell was sold
the transaction lnvolfed the purchase
or release of players from or to minor
leagues. The Philadelphia Nationals
have ten transactions on record, the
principal one being the trade of Gosh
Devore to Boston for Third Baseman
John Martin. Boston records show
some 13 deals. The major transfer
included the sale of George Beck to
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the Cleveland Americans; the trading
of Hub Perdue to St Louis for play
ers Whltted and Gather and Josh De-vore's acquisition for John Martin.
The Chicago Cubs have 11 transac
tions in the record. Eliminating the
minor league purchases and releases
the schedule shows that Pitcher
Koestner was sold to Cincinnati and

t

m

First Baseman Moolowitz traded to
the same club for Claude Derrick.
The St Louis Cardinals have held
fairly steady to the early season, enrollment Hagerman was sold to the
Chicago Nationals anL Whlted and
Gather traded to Boston for Pitcher
Perdue. The other deals involve
minor league players.

,

Quality! Not Premiums
I The cost of the tobaccos in Camel Ggarettes"
"prohibits the use of premiums and coupons
Camels are a blend of choice quality Turkish
and domestic tobaccos. Smoke smooth and evea
of any dgarelty aftertaste.
and leave you scot-frCamels are 20 for 10 cents, and you can't buy
a ''more satisfying; cigarette at any price
ee

m
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Stake a dime against a package

to-da-

y.

Vynut dealer can't app(yyoa. aanJIOeforonmuackaga
or $i.00 for a carton of ton pachagmm (200 cigarmttm),
prepaid. Aftmr invoking on package, if yam
potag find
CAMELS am rmproBmntrnd, return tnm other
don't
time package and we will refund your money

R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
W
N. C
int.ton-3e.Iei.-
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Bring Your
Job Work
to the
OPTICOFFICE

It will be
Taken Care of
with
Neat ness and
Accuracy
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The Impossible Boy
By Nina Wilcox Putnam
Illustrations by C. D, Rhodes,
Copywright by BobbsMerrill Co.
SYNOPSIS.
CHAPTEK I The open

ro.

Peilro

the danclnf bar. Mr. Jonea, preHi
vent
tramp from eteallns a young
purse. Pedro' ambition to become
tad!
a,
spurs Mm to quit Old Nlla nd

painter
(he atrfllllng bear dancera.
CHAPTER II redro. OM N!t and the
bear tralnere atart for New York. Pedro
man
Mints a portrait for a
and ao earna a meal for the company.
sees
The lady of the purae adventura
painting aa alia passes.
ew
York. Mts Iris
CHAPTER
lovVanderpool quarrela with her artist
er. Bam Hill, and they part fine
a portrait
In her futher'a
which aha recognlxoa aa that of Pedro.
Who rescued her from the
lunrh-WHgo- n

Pe-A-

Ill-N-

di-s-

purse-anatclie- r.

CHAPTER IV Hill, the despondent
Jones In
lover, met ts Tedro and Mr.
Washington aquare. They dlna toether.
In
Pedro'a
drawings
Hill discovers talent
In a mad desire to lose himself, gives
Knd atiidio
In exto
Pedro
In
It
and all
change for Mr. Junes.
CHAPTER V Pedro occuplea Itlll'a
ptudio bikI calls on Llgh. tha sculptor,
with a letter from Hill. LelKh. calling In
return. In the alley bumps Into two men,
ne of whom Is Reginald Vanderpool,
Iris' father. In disguise.

'

try, about your patriotism you have
used me as & tool with which to accomplish your own dishonorable ambitions! Have you lied to me about
my child? Answer me! le she dead,
even aa you said? AJfliy does she write
no more? Tell me, do you know? Ah!
I would not believe you even If you
spoke, and yet, I must I must
Where is my lover? Where? Tell me!
You shall tell me! I will have the
truth out of your lying throat!"
"Carmen!" he cried. "For the love
of God be quiet! You are like a mad
woman."
"Mad!" she screamed. "Would you
not be mad? Tell me where he Is, I
say!"
"I will not!" he stormed. "Tell you
do you think I am mad also?"
"Then, if you do not tell me, I will
leave you!" she said through her teeth.
His eyes were bloodshot as he glared
at her furiously.
"You shall pay for this, you wildcat!" he panted. "I will tell you nothing! And you are a prisoner from
this moment!"
She gave a laugh, a terrible, mirthless laugh, and clenched her hands at
her sides, rigidly.
"Again you He!" she flung at blm.
"I am no prisoner! I am going to
find my lover!"
And, turning swiftly, she flung open
the door, stepped out and closed it
after her, locking it as she did eo.
"Carmen!" screamed Rowe, beating
on the panels. "Carmen! I love you!
Come back, and I will help you, Carmen!"
But Senora Carmen Daussa was gone,
without money, without English, without the least knowledge of the city or
of the way to turn gone In search of
her lover!

CHAPTER VI Vanderpool's companion goes Into the basement of Hlll'a atudlo
and talks with Rlcardo, or Rowe, tha
basement tenant, of a conspiracy against
Vanderpool,
a foreign governmenta aecret
hold. Is
ver whom Rowe haa
her ohlld.
and
Daussa
Senora
Implicated.
an
dead In
uprising. Row
knows to ba alive.
CHAPTER VII Pedro galna entrance
to an artlst'a meeting at Mllllgan'a, meets
Iris again, makes many friends and becomes unconsciously a subject for newspaper copy.
CHAPTER VIII Senora Daussa ts driven by Rlcardo uptown to a resort where
and profess
the coneHrators meet her bear
trainer,
loyaltv. Sam Hill,
unexpectedly attacked by Old
fees Rowe rescues
her.
and
Nita,
CHAPTER IX Pedro takes luncheon
with Iris In her home, meeting Vanderpool, who la disturbed by Pedro's presence. Irfc. remembers the miniature and
wonders. She tells Pedro her suspicion
that her father Is being blackmailed and
nltsts his help to discover Vanderpool
aecret tronMe.
CHAPTER XVIII.
rls
poses for Pedro.
t'HAPTKrt
and
Rowe
with Vanderpool
IPedro sees
winAnd Counterplots.
ipeeplriR through Rowe'a basementwoman
dow Is astonlnhed at sight of a
When Pedro and Sam Hill separated
whose face, feature for feature, la Uke
on the night of their Jersey adventure,
his own.
X-I-

!

CHAPTER

XI-H-

IH

hears

from the

the latter made straight for Jones

and
street, accompanied by Beau-Jeaupon reaching the refuge of the rear
tenement tumbled into bed without
more ado, and for eeven hours slept
Chief."
"Senor
as
(pears
the sleep of the Just, his head upon
fot an
CHAPTER XIT-I- rts
again post
Improvised pillow of quilting beher portrait. Pedro tells her he cannot neath which his hand
be
to
grasped the prelr-!he
knows
whom
her father,
Iris, cious document that Iris, as he thought,
i ssociating with shady characters.
v futiuili il with I'edro. slKtis an acree- - had sent him.
1 -- nt to marry whoever gets her father
t of trouble.
Very possibly his repose would have
continued
for a much longer period,
returns
Jones
Mr.
XTII
CHAPTER
ia had it not been for the activity of Gun
flone to the near dancers ana
a
hunt
for
1 Id.
Nlta, returning from
evlere and Hermania In the room lm
Tllcardo, Is told by Pedro that iiioarcco
mrt
Senora DaiiFsa, who la Pedro's mediately below. These ladles, their
Pedro, with Mr, household duties, as usual, entirely
mother are together.
Jones' aid, finds Hill.
neglected, were loudly applauding Old
CHAPTRR XIV Pedro and his com- - Nita's efforts to Instruct Koko In a
HIM
Hill.
rescue
Pedro
gives
fianlons
and asks In return thnt new accomplishment; namely, to use
ITill protect Senora Daussa from Rlcardo as cymbals the lids of two fish kettles
minister.
Valdez,
strapped to his front paws.
CHAPTER
Now the clash of cymbals, no matrinding Lelffh
tiark In his studio, tells him of the
trans:e tanerle of events.
advises ter how amateurish and uncertain the
care in Pedro's relations with Iris and performer's efforts, is not conducive
on Pedro's refusal to spend the night to
slumber, to say the least of It; and,
with him, sees a great light
with a groan of protest,
therefore,
CHAPTER XVI
Pedro returns to
Hill's studio at 4 In the morning and finds Sam returned to consciousness of all
Iris there. The infatuated woman de- that had befallen him, and all that
clares her love for Pedro. As a last re- was
yet to be undertaken. While ho
sort Pedro confesses: "I am a girl!"
washed and shaved he pondered deeply
"Gracioa a Dloa, that Is over!" said upon how he should set about getting
Hie, stretching luxuriously.
the Information that Iris desired. As
"It is not over!" said a voice.behlnd he drew on his boots he still wonJilra.
dered, and uncertainty did not ceaso
He wheeled about, and there stood with the knotting of the silk bandanm
the senora, her golden hair In disorder, about his throat. But at about thi
her face white as death.
point hunger began to distract his at"
"I have been outside for ten
tention, and so, deciding that hr
she said, "and I have heard ev- would be able to think more collect
erything!"
edly upon a full stomach, he descend
"Heard
you
you listened!" he ed to the flat below and demanded t
stammered, the room seeming to reel be fed.
bout him.
at thlt
Koko dropped to his
"Yes!
I heard! I listened and 1 intrusion, glad to be rid of the encum
lound out how you have been deceiv- bering kettle-lids- ,
which Old Nita uning me you, whom I have trusted, tied, grumbling at the interruption oi
whom I have loved as a friend of my the
lesson, but nevertheless delighler
Tieart, whom I have put my faith In, to see Hill. The other two womei
and come away with into this stranga bustled about and
food foi
land. Oh! you have cheated, and re- him, and soon he wasprepared
rumi
munching
plied me, and I believed In you. You natively, oblivious of, and
impervlou
Slave lied to me lied, lied, lied! About
to, the questions that they showere-upomy lover you have lied, about my coun
him. At last Hill's attention wa.
arrested by them, however, and he in
quired if Anna were ill.
"No," replied Nita. "She is goin.
to have a baby in the spring, that i.
all, and she Is getting so that ehe wil
not let Rico out of her sight; nor will
she go out with him to dance the bear.
How they will live I do not know, what
with bringing no mouey in, and such
idleness! They are a pair of fools,
those two. I am a very wicked woman, I am, but I really do think they
should get married now."
"Are they not married?" said Hill,
"Why net, do you suppose?"
Nita merely shrugged and turned
away upon some matter of her own.
Hill, cup 'in hand, arose and approached the lovers.
"Bon jour," said he abruptly.
"Why
the devil aren't you married?"
Rico looked up pleasantly, his smile'
ever ready and friendly for the beloved Samhill. Then, as the latter's
words sank into the unknown depths
of his slow mind, a cloud crossed his
handsome face.
'.'Married?
Why, I do not really
know, mon ami," he responded slowly.
"Anna why are we not married?"
"You Shall Tell Me! I Will Have the I For a moment ehe looked as bewilTruth Out of Your Lying Throat!"
dered g Ric and then a smile of
,
frienr dancers that Pedro Is a Venezuelan.
11111 and Mr. Jones wander about, and
upon Rowe, loading a steamer
of war. Hill Is Belied
tth contraband
.
r
.1
aHnt.nU Llnff a -
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understanding broke upon her Hps.
"Why!" she said, "we love each
other! We have been very, very busy
loving each other, and dancing the
bear. I do not believe we ever thought
about getting married."
So Berious and obviously sincere was
this reply that Hill scarcely knew
whether to laugh or frown. But to
refrain from making the patent suggestion wag impossible.
"Why not do It, now that it occurs
to you?" said he.
Rico looked at him earnestly.
"Do you advise it, Samhill?" he
asked. "We could not love each other
the more because of a few words said
over us!"
"Very true," replied the painter
gravely, "but there Is the child to consider. You would like it to bear your
name, would you not?"
"It shall be called Rico If it Is a
boy," said Anna's lover, "but a girl
would be Anna, so what le to be gained
in that case?"
"But your last name," Insisted Hill.
"Last name? But I have none!" objected Rico.
To galu time Hill finished his coffee.
"It would take a long while to explain just why it Is a good plan to
be married," said he at last "But if
you are willing to take my word for it,
allow me to say that it is good! In
fact, I am contemplating doing it myself before very long."
"Well," said Rico, "If you say it is
good, it must be so. We will find a
priest If you agree, Anna."
"I've no objections," replied Anna;
and so it was arranged.
Leaving them to discuss the idea,
Hill fell to planning how best to approach Vanderpool. Why not go direct
to him at his office? Preposterous as
the notion seemed at first, the more he
thought upon It, the more plausible it
appeared. Was there not as good a
chance of finding out the truth in this
manner aa in any other? Vanderpool
had agreed to hie (Hill's) incarceration,
it was true, but the reasons for so
doing were strong, and his objections
bad been overruled by the rest of the
gang with whom the asphalt magnate
had appeared to be associated. At any
rate, it was worth trying. Vanderpool
was aware of the knowledge which he
(Hill) possessed, and under any circumstances the latter would be work
ing under a searchlight, so to speak,
the moment his escape was discovered.
On the whole, the notion seemed a
good one, for by its execution nothing
could be lost, while much might be
gained.
"And I think," be said aloud, "that
I shall take Mr. Jones'; he will make
me more conepicuous and, consequently, safer."
"What's that?" queried Nita.
"Merely that I am going out now
mother," responded Hill, rising forth
with.
Out from the dimness and dirt ol
the back tenement, from the lowroofed houses, degraded mansions ol
an earlier day, out from the muck

and squalor, the slush and grime ol
unswept Greenwich into the roaring
canyon of commerce to the east, wen!
Hill, the little brown bear tagging
after, and joining with his master tht
river of humanity that swept between
the towering cliffs of granite on eithei
hand; the strange, Incomprehensible
towers, which stretched up, up, highei
than one at their feet could see, at a
single glance, any more than he could
grasp their significance with a single
thought Before one of these building Hill paused, and assuring himseli
that it was that which he sought, began maneuvers to gain admittance.
At first there was difficulty with the
s
on Mr. Jones' account,
but they were successfully persuaded,
and he passed them only to be balked
by the elevator man. There was more
protest than that of the uniformed official to cope with, for Mr. Jones flatly
refused to enter the car, and in the
end Hill was obliged to leave him Id
charge of a
porter.
"Just as well," murmured the paint
er, as he was spirited upward. "Ii
they have any clap-tramysteries
about that office, secret dungeons, etc.,
and I don't come down, they will get
tired of holding the bear, and come ut
after me."
Even before he had come to this
optimistic conclusion they reached the
twenty-oddtfloor, and the offices of
United Asphalt company.
However, difficulties were not at
an end, and It was only after considerable argument and hauteur that Sam
succeeded in having his name sent in
to the president of the concern. The
name, it eeemed, was magical in Its
effect, for almost instantly the superdoor-keeper-

tuund and
secured his
adjusted them, and began to read the
little paper. When he bad come to
the end, he went back and read it for
the second time; and then, spreading
it upon his knee, sat looking at It in
silence.
"Well?" said Hill, desiring, at any
cost, to come to the point.
"You love my daughter?"
"Yes."
"And she?"
Hill merely pointed to the paper.
"She has been distressed about you
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CHAPMAN

COLUMN

Wanted

For Rent
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
rooms. Phone Main 348, 721 Fourth.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in
modern home. Mrs. M. F. Holland,
915 Sixth street
FOR RENT

Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, modern except
heat. No sick. T. J. Carville, 813
Lincoln avenue.

PIANO for

"You Have My Daughter?"

BKST GOODS OBTAIN

LODGE
A.

(

rent

RESTAURANT

AND

I7 Eighth

street

ABU

FOR SALE OR LONG LEASE My
eeven room, steam heated modern
residence, 1022 Fourth street; fur
nished or unfurnished; also piano
and chickens for eale. Mrs. N. J
Dillon.

NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD

To Trade

Miscellaneous

CANTALOUPES by parcel post; pink
meat, auc per crate delivered, packed 12 and 15. direct, from
will ship one or more. Address Ray
to. iiutsei, La Junta, Colo.

102 Meets every
Regular comMonday night In
munication first and O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday
in 8 o'clock. Visiting members are cortfc&k month. Vlelttaf dially welcome. J. c.
Wertz, president;
bothers cordially in J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H. Bally.
vited. Guy M. Cary, W. M., H. 8. Van Treasurer.
Petten. Secretary.

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN)
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
CIL NO. 804. Meets second ana
Reg-ftSKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
!0Urth Thursday to o. R. C hall.
ular conclave second Tues-de- Pioneer building. Visiting members!
In each mcnth at Ma are cordially invited. Richard Devlne.
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. G. K.; Frank Angel. F. 8.
Smith, E. C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
y

IflCAl TIME CARD!

Regular convo
cation first Monday in each
East Bound
month at Masonic Temple
at 7:30 p. m. P. A. Brinegar,
Arrive
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre No, I.... 7:20 p. m
No. 4. ...11:54 p m
tary.

AL ARCH MASONS

SW5t

No.
O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. No.
4. Meets every Monday evening: at
their hall on Sixth stieet All TlBlting
brethren cordially Invited to attend. No.
J. Friedenstlne, N. Q.; A. T. Rogers, No.
v. G.; T. M. Elwood. Secretary; Karl No.
wertz, Treasurer; C. V. Hedgoock. No.

jl
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MONUMENT
Albuquerque, N. M.
215 E. Central
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1:10
1:35
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ONLY

AN ESTIMATE

father.'

Aa Hill entered the luxuriously nn- polnted office, the distinguished man
at the wide shining desk did not look
up until he had finished addreasin?
the letter upon which he was en
V hen
he had done so. and
gaged.
secured the seal, he turned and faced
Hill with the frank, direct look
was known to be characteristic of him.
Well, Samuel Hill!" he Raid, "an
you have not only escaped, but felt
it safest to beard the lion in his den
to seek out the conspirator in the
midst of the market-place- .
Why?"
For an instant Hill wavered aa to
what course was best: and then, in
view of the attitude with which he
himself had come armed, decided to
return frankness for frankness.
I have come because of this " said
he simnly. taking Iris' manifesto from
his pocket and spreading it upon the
Howell What is your wife's age?
Powell I ran onlv give you her ai
desk before her father. Vanderpool
fv in bled at the black silk ribbon that teged age.

W. W

RrtwsrDB

l:St

a. m
p. m
p. m

6:44 a.
4:31 .
7:
n.

9.

P. O. ELK 8 Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks" home on NinQ street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
are cordially Invited. Wm. K. Springer, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Secretary.

8

This elegant Rogers4

Silver Spoon

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY, COUNCIL No. 2390 Meets m
W. O. W. hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome O. L. Freeman, President; Miss Cora Montague,
Financier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local
Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. W.
Montague Assistant Deputy, 1011
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. 1C

-i-

f you use

EMPRESS
FLOUR
'

i

It
giving you
h a
present for do-

-

nV 7

Meets second and
fourth
Thursday
evening each
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard V
Davis, Dictator; Harry L. Cutler, secy.
L. O. O. MOOSE

li

r

ing something
you 'd da nny
way when you
leam how Much

i
'

I

Better EMPRESS

FLOUR really

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Love at O. R. O. hall, on the

ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S

second and fourth
Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W.
Vlsltlni
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcome and
cordially Invited.

CKNUINEWM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

FRENCH.
tREY (STER
LING) FINISH

PILLS
8BRAND.
CHICHESTER
A
yr

3'

EMPRESS
can be (Av

Isdlei Ask yonr WrnipUt
fori
if rand

jriamond
H aid inrtalliA
I'lflsin lied And
Blue Ribbon.
Take no other.
of your
vmttmnu ask lor i;n i.t Jii km.t
DIAMOND
boxes, sealed with

tained ia this city from

ItltANO P1LLH, for 5
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

--

is.

Made by GERMAN PROCESS

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

f.000 lbs., or More, Each Del vary
1,000 lbs, to 2,004 lbs., Each Dsllvsry
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Ddlvsry
60 lbs, to 204) lbs. Each Dollvsry
Lass than 6i lbs. Each Oollvsry

.
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.M.v4....w4a

par IN
par 1N
por 1N

.w..wtm.IIc
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1M lb

par 1N lb

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters,

itorsrs, aid Distributors of Hatmral

Wata Bars

U PulU
!, rMl

KS9

Mad Lit Toga
OFFICE 711 DOUGLAS AVENUE

QiutfMIea of

New Mexico.

DR. F. B. HUXMANN

ANT Ads
Are Best

Dentist
Dental work of any description at
moderate prices
Room 1, Center Block. Office Phone
Main 381. Residence Phone Main 411
Colors of Music.
There has just been installed at
Queen's hall in London a color organ
for representing musical effects in
terms of colored lights thrown upon
a screen, which has been designed expressly for the deaf. Each note played
produces a corresponding color, and
the color combinations are said to
cause the same delight to the deaf
ear as the harmonious sounds of a
composition do to the normal ear. The
organ was devised by Prof. Wallace
Rlmlngton, and among those who have
become very much Interested In the
n
project 1b M. Alexander Sciabin, a
composer, who has achieved a
foremost position in European musical
circles.

ft

For YOU!

Attorney-at-La-

East Las Vegas,

tt
it

B.

LastUf

GEO. H. HUNKER

Deaart

p. m

Cemetery Trustee.

Tears Practical Experience.

E. A. JONES

'Is your wife handy with her nee
dle?"
"She's a good deal handier with hei
hatpin."

CO

Den

7:4a
at
11:61 p.
1:31 a. av
1:01 9, ft

2:25 a. m
1:25 p. m
West Bound

II....

0.

DR. ADELAIDE

B. LEWIS
Osteopathic Physician
Office Crockett Building
Office Hours 9 to 12 a. m. 1 to 5 p. m
Residence Phone Main 384

NO.

M.

He was a man of quick deci
sions, and he had decided in Hill's
favor. ,
'I believe you are sincere," he said
Mike Mitchell, the former Red Bird,
slowly, "and there, I am going to trust
you with the whole story. Sit down 40 ACRES irrigated land near Spring- has found American league pitching
and smoke If you Uke no, I prefer
er; will trade for Las Vegas prop to his liking. Since joining the Washto .war V
erty. W. G. Ogle.
ington team Mike has hit around the
75 mark.
(To be continued tomorrow)
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HAND LIT!

ALWATS

For Salo

brows.

p

CAFF

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

goodness-knows-wh-

0$

LOBBY

f EM

WM

were unwilling to relieve her mind,
she decided that you were being victimized in some manner, and bo set
Pe me to find out the cause of the RATES TOR CLASSIFIED ADVERtrouble."
TISEMENTS
"And
"Hum!" Bald Vanderpool.
why did you not come here this way, j
in the first place, Instead of spying FW cents per line each Insertion.
upon my activities disguised as a Estimate six ordinary words to a Una.
?"
No ad to occupy less space than two
"Because I knew you would be un- lines
All sdvtrtlaements
charged
der no necessity to tell me anything will be booked at
set
space
actually
some
unless I already possessed
without
to
number
words.
of
regard
knowledge," lied Hill with a readiness Cash In
advlncs prefsrresl.
that surprised himself.
"Then this 1b a sort of blackmail?"
"Not at all!" cried Sam hotly. "I
have no wish to use the power which
the knowledge I have gives me over
you though that and the evidence of
the friends who rescued me from that
beastly hut would be a pretty strong
weapon If I chose to use it. But I
don't; to do bo would be to defeat my
own ends and those of Iris. What I
want is nothing more than some stateorrics numiir, main
ment from you, which will enable me
to fulfil the conditions of that promise
which your daughter has signed. Beyond reassuring her, I give you my
word that I shall keep your confidence
entirely: furthermore, If I can hon- WANTED Woman for general houseestly do so, I shall even assist you In
work. Harvey's Ranch, Box B., East
your enterprise!"
Las Vegas.
Vanderpool arose and began to pace
to
and
down,
up
silently, appearing
consider the proposition that the WANTED A good girl for general
houseworks.
Apply to Mrs. H. G.
younger man had just made. Then he
Coors,
stopped abruptly, shooting a direct
glance at Hill from under his fine
WANTED
A second hand,
range; good water heater. Phone
Purple 5492.

d

cilious office boy who had condescended to take it In returned briskly, and
Invited "Mr. Hill to please to step this
way" and so, without more ado, Sam
found himself face to face with Iris'
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Have you ec gviest from out of town?
Did yovi entertain yovir friends?
Have yoi en item of interest ?
Do you want edvnce information
on the happenings of the day?
Telephone the editorial

room"
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.

C6HT
AUTO BARGAIN

GERMANY WILL HOLD

For gale, 1913 model six cylinder
Chalmers. Practically new; bargain
for quick aale. Inquire Wm. Whalen,
Las Vegas Auto and Machine 'Co.

LOCAL

TOTEBBIM

ON

Kor Kule

AdT.
RUMOR
HARVEY'S

"bio

IS OPEN

anivlug

Mora

9:45

a.

m.

'

Another Car ot Watermelons

!

and Cantaloupes The very
best of the Season and prices
N

N

29S552S!

STEARNS' STORE

FREESTONE PEACHES
Superior lo the California Peaches

01 fill
g WU

t--

--

U

Per
Box

I HE DM WB&
THE CASH GROCER
lot "Heavier
J?

but lighter are the bread,
cakes, biscuits, etc., baked
from Pure Quill flour. Try
a sack of It and see how
your reputation as a baker
will soar. Pure Qulll flour
costs no more than other
high class flours but is worth
more as no other is full

It

Order

ft

Pears

INHABIT

Cooking Apples
Rocky Ford

Superintendent Hyron J. Read announces that he will be in his office
at the Castle building, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday from 2 to 4 p.
m. to consult with patrons regarding
pupils who wish to enter school.

sack

....

Police Judge D. R. Murray this
morning sentenced Louis Glick, a vag
rant, to SO days in the city jail. The
judge gave Glick an. opportunity 'of
leaving town, which was accepted
promptly. Glick, was arrested in the
yards this morning by Santa Fe Officer Brookes.

to- -

I

Tomatoes
JOHN II. YORK
GROCER

BAKER

,.

The baseball game scheduled to
have been played between Albuquerque and the Maroons at Albuquerque
yesterday afternoon wag called off on
account of the heavy rains there Saturday and Sunday morning. The
management of the Maroons is endeavoring to get a game with Sanla
Fe here for next Sunday, but no definite arrangements have been made.
There will be a meeting of the local
lodge of B. p. Ov, Elks at the Elks'
home tomorrow evening, at which the
names of several candidates will be
Voted on, and several new members
will be initiated. A full attendance is
requested, and visiting Elks are urged to be present.
Night classes In all commercial
branches will open at the New Mexico
Normal University next Monday even
ing. In the firth ana Bixtn grades
domestic art for.the girls ad manual
training for the boyB has been added
to 1he regular courses, and Spanish
reading has been Included for the sev
enth and eighth grades.

ADVERTISED LETTERS
Letters remaining uncalled for for
The Modern Woodmen of America the week ending August 25:
J. W. Barnes, W. Beckley C. B.
and the Royal Neighbors of America
will give a house warming tomorrow Camy, Antonio GalTegos, Mrs. Ange
lina Gonzales, H CI Gorman, Sr., W.
evening to all the other orders that
hold their meetings in the O. R. C. I. Heathe, Miss Rose Lujan, R. J.
Ball. An entertaining program has Muller, Mrs. Dan Muiloy, W. T. Nash,
been prepared for the occasion, after Airs. Ramoncita Rubio, Charles
which there will be dancing and re- Simpson, George li. White.
When calling for the above letters
freshments served. All members of
ask for "advertised letters'
please
the above mentioned orders are InB. V. LONG, P. M.
vited to be present,
Mrs. Josefa Padia de Martinez has

15he

Las Vegas Rxller Mills
Jefferson Reynolds, President
S. B. Davis. Vice President
H. Erie Hoke. Assistant, Cashier.,.,,

E. D. Reynolds, Vice President
H allot Reynolds, Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Capital$100,COO; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
are prepared to give the best of service

A LS

HIGH

FOREST SERVICE MAN TELLS OF
LIFE IN THE PECOS
FOREST

Cantaloupes
Grapes

higher In altitude, seem almost

MOUNTAINS

the
He horse stepped on a submerged plank,
the slipped, and in struggling to regain
ita footing, hurled the rider to the

The date for the wedding of Miss
May Ross of Las Vegas and Mr. Her
man H. Conwell of Lawrence, Kan.,
lias been set for the evening of September 2 at 8 o'clock in the evening
in St. Paul's Memorial church. Miss
Ross will be the guest of honor at a
number of showers and afternoon par
ties' this week.

Than Air

equal to

STRA1EAN

em--

The Modern Woodmen ot America
will hold their regular meeting Tuesday evening at 7 o'clock Instead of
at the regular hour of meeting. All
members are requested to be present.
Meeting place is the O. R. C. ball.

Some Particularly Fine

3 lbs OKc

"Xlbluo Maes, for five years an
ploye at the local round house of
Santa Fe, died Sunday morning.
Is survived by Carolina P. de Maes,
widow, and two sons.

Peaches

ground.

WE

for

Adv.

John I Taylor brother of Jesse
Taylor and Mrs. Joseph Norman of
this city, died Saturday night at
of heart diseasa Interment
will oocur Wednesday at Cuervo.

DUE MONDAY

ns?

5623.

Old Taylor Whiskey and Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv

Read The Optlo Want Ads.

right,

Cucumbers for pickling.

hrne Purple

Club breakfast every day. Hotel
The London newsRomaine.
Adv.
newsOefman
the
papers today quote
declaras
Rundescau
Tagljsche
paper
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
ing that Belgium bitterly will rue the
In wood. Direct from the distillery to
her
to
Bhe
dared
mighty
oppose
day
At the Lobby, of course. Adv.
neighbor. Great Britain, the German you.
will
also
pay
dearly
says,
newspaper
The Fraternal Brotherhood will hold
for her Injustice In this war by seeing
a
regular meeting this evening at O.
a
establishment
of
the permanent
atGerman naval base on the coast of R. C. hall at 8 o'clock. A large
is
tendance
requested.
TJelglum.
The
organs declare
Revt, Mr. Whistler of Pasadena,
that the portions of Belgium now
overrun by the German army will be Cal., will hold services at the Christian tabernacle tomorrow evening at
permanently Incorporated In the Ger8 o'clock.
man, empire.

Leave Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas
5:45 p. m. Fare for round trip, $5;
one way, $3. Round trip tickets good
for one week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
419 Railroad avenue. Phone Main 397.
AdT.

will"make"

j

London, Aug. 24

Automobile stage line to Mora triweekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, leaving Las Vegas postoffice
a. m.,

THAT

IS CIRCULATED
POWER
RETALIATION

J 4 th season of this famous moun
tain resort Carriage out every Saturday morning, returning following
Friday;
charges $10.00, transportation, $1.00. Special rates for longer time. Address East Las Vegas,
Box B. Leave orders at Murphey'i
or Plaza hotel. Adv.

8
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NEWS

MONDAY, AUGUST 24, 1914.

The average person, unaccustomed
to the high mountain country above
timber line, imagines it an untenated
wilderness of rocks and crags with
no form of life other than an occasional aerie In possession of eagleB.
A trip to the summit of Jicarita peak,
a forest service fire lookout station
ou the northern part of the Pecos national forest, would dispel this
The station can hardly be
occupied before the middle of June,
owing to huge snowdrifts that remain
practically impassable until that time,
and it is even then necessary to ride
or climb over packed drifts many
feet In depth.
The trail, built by the forest service,
climbs through dense stands of spruce
along turbulent streams of cold snow
water, and then along ridges where
it Is almost impossible to see for over
one hunJred feet in any direction unless one looks up the avenue hewed
out for the trail by forest guards. An
occasional mountain meadow covered
knee deep with grass and starred with
myriads of wild flowers, however, affords distant views of other mountain
ranges against the far skyline.
Following Is a brief description of
hU trip given by a recent visitor to
the summit.
"As the summit Is approached small
patches of snow appear, the air grows
cooler and the horses splash through
pure clear water ankle deep in every
depression. Hundreds of flowers appear, the blossoms just clearing the
surface of the pools, others grow immediately alongside the drifts ot snow.
Traces of deer now appear where they
have followed the retreating snowline for the new tender herbage. An
occasional startled grouse whirs off to
some distant tree; the sound of a
voodpecker drumming against a dead
tree reverberates through the still
fcrest with a crash of sound.
"The drifts have now become too
Jeep for the horses to wade through
and it is necessary to make small detours around, or if they are hard, ride
over them. Tracks of the snowshoe
rabbits are found in some soft snow
and a number of small birds flit
from limb to limb of the trees under
the dense green canopy, Suddenly,
without warning, timber line Is reached. Still far above, the bare summit
of the mountain appears. With the
exception of one huge drift protected
from the direct rays of the sun by a
cliff, the snow here disappears. The
trail disappears directly beneath this
huge bank almost 40 feet deep, but It
is so well packed that it easily bears
the horses weight.
"A number of small lakes are now
seen. One, owing to the slope of the
mountain, appears to have a decided
slant Another has a narrow spit of
land almost bisecting It that has all
the appearances of a huge snake. Ice
cold water gushes out in numerous
places from crevices in the bare rock.
"The patrolmen's registry box, now
to be used for the first time of the
present fire season, still stands as it
was left the preceding summer.
"After another climb the trail
switching back and forth along the
steep ridge, the top is reached. A won
derful panorama Is visible In all di
rections. The whole northern part of
the forest seems to be directly under
the mountain. Other lookout stations
of the fire protection system, miles
away, seem wonderfully near. Ranges
of mountains, far distant In Colorado,
are plainly visible. The Truchas Peaks,
near neighbors of Jicarita and a little

with-

in a stone's throw. With the exception of a large hawk idly circling a
couple of hundred feet below, no living thing was In sight. Suddenly a

dark object and still others, until almost a dozen were In sight. These
were the "machines" (pronounce the
ch as In chicken), Mexican named,
the inhabitants of this high peak estimated to be 13,100 feet above sea level. Here among the wilderness of
rocks they make their home. They
seem to be a variety of ground tog
or marmot, but are ordinarily a little
larger than the average ground hog,
being when full grown two feet or over
full over all length. Their color is
dark brown, the fur however being of
little value. They are extremely shy
and even if one is shot it Is exceedingly difficult to secure the body unless death Is instantaneous as they
fall back Into the crevices of the rocks
where they can be heard falling to
unknown depths. That they hibernate
during a large part of the year Is almost certain, as their home is covered to a great depth with snow from
early fall to late spring.
"Their home, lonely and unvisited
nine months of the year, is. daily visited during the dry season by the fire
guard, who makes it his lookout station from which point fires can be

located within a radius of many miloa
"PAUL P. PITCH LYNN."

MESA FARMERS

ARE

BUILDING SILOS
WILL BEGIN THE UTILIZATION
THE MOST MODERN
METHODS
U. G. Randall, of Amarillo, Texas,
the field man of a large construction
company whose chief business Is the
building of silos, was In the city yesterday preparatory to commencing
work on several silos for ranchers on
the mesa. Mr. Randall left this
morning for the mesa and it la said oa
good authority that he will build at
least five of the new feed storage)
buildings before he reaches the end of
the orders his firm already has in
that district.
' "
Sour StomJcn
If you are troubled with this complaint you should take Chamberlain's
Tablets, being careful to observe the
directions with each bottle. You are
certain to be benefited by them If you
give them, ft trial Sold by all dealj
ers. Adv.'
;

TIRES AND TUBES
For the best on the market today see us.
n
or plain thread. Michelin tubes
Miller
and tires and Fiske tires and everything needNon-Ski-

ed for the auto.
ALL WORK DONE AT OUR SHOP
GUARANTEED

FOR ITS PERFECTNESS

The Las Vegas Automobile
and Machine Shop
I

Furniture Suitable for any Residence 1
IS

is snown In great abundance on
our

floors

easy" chairs,

separate

dressers,

and hundreds

of

single pieces for every part of
the house for as little as $.75
to

$100.00.

The range Is wide,

indeed, that we ask you

tor

see

instead of reading a price list.

:

ARE
filed euit in replevin against Julian ONLY NEUTRALS
Jaramillo in an effort to secure posr
session of a horse which she claims
TO GET PASSAGE
is her property. Mrs. Martinez de- ;
clares the horse disappeared from her
stable east of the Sania Fe tracks STEAMSHIP
LINES
REFUSE TO
some time ago and Is ow in the posRUN RISK OF GETTING INTO
session of Jaramillo. Justice D. R,
TROUBLE
Murray this morning continued the
case
of
the
until
Friday, upon
hearing
New York, Aug. 21. Fifty Germans
request Qf Jaramillo'a attorney.
and Austrians were today refused
Charles Rogers and B.T. Mills forgot passage in the Italian steamship Stam- their business worries early Saturday palia, due to sail Wednesday for
morning and left for the upper waters Naples. Agents lor the liner La
of the Gallinas In pursuit of the elu Veloce announced that they had resive trout They returned last even- - ceived orders from their home office
ring with their baskets well, filled. to permit only Americans, Italians or
Mr. Mills, in accounting for his un- pei sons belonging to a neutral counusual catch, explained confidentially try to engage passage on its ships
that when the fish ran away from the until further notice.
bait all he had to do was to walk
A number of the Germans and Austhem down.
trians who intended to sail had engaged passage some days ago after
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
William Pinney, a nephew of H. P. having been refused transportation on
Browne, while riding a spirited horse other lines. Their passage money was
yesterday afternoon,- was thrown and refunded. Among them were several FOR SALE Lady's phaeton and etan.
sustained a broken collar bone and prominent German physicians, who
hope in good orderl See them at
bruises that will '.keep him housed have "been attending a medical conCooley's barn.
for some time to come. The youth. ference In this country.
FOR RENT Furnished house. Ap
with a companion, was crossing a big
mud puddle at the time of the acciWANTED Clean cotton
rgi t ply 323 Tenth street.
dent and when midway across the OdMp offlc

J.

C. JOHNSEN & SON

Complete

1

-

Home

-

Furnishers'

REDUCTION OU

-

Interest Paid

on Time Deposits

At Ibe Home of fbe Best of Everytbing Eatable

CHASE & SANBORN'S
TEAS

and COFFEES

We are Sole Agents.

TBE GRAAF & H AYWARD

1

30E

g Stovo
Repairs
o " Don't wait
until the last minute,

let
We can furnish
for
stove,
heater, furnace
repairs
any
or steam plant made.

O
O

or Dye

your old
Garments.

Phone fJnin 3 79

0. STORE

o
LUDWiG Wil7. ILFELO
oM Everything
in Hardware and Furniture
Nexl io Bridge
UaojL

aoi

WE CAN PLEASKYOO

tii

FOR PARTICULARS SEE
"

Chas. Ilfeld Company

LET IIS
Clean

us have your order.

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

OF

An Optic Want Ad Will Get
What You Want

When You Want It

ii

